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Chapter IPrologueDissipation is present in systems ranging from macroscopic size down to mi-croscopic systems governed by quantum mechanics such as an atom. For anatom, the dominant source of dissipation is the coupling to the many modes ofthe electromagnetic vacuum �eld which results in the Lamb shift in frequencyof the atomic levels and the spontaneous decay rate which renders all excitedstates unstable. Spontaneous decay is often considered an inherent property ofan atom but manipulation of the boundary conditions of the electromagnetic�eld can strongly alter the characteristics of spontaneous decay [7, 8]. In fact,embedding an atom in a near-resonant cavity thereby amplifying the couplingto one or a few modes of the reservoir leads to an enhancement or suppressionof the atomic spontaneous decay depending on the parameters of the system.In a theoretical description of an atom in a cavity, the resonant cavity mode(s)interacting with the atom is singled out from the background of harmonic oscil-lator modes and treated on an equal footing with the atomic degrees of freedomwhereas the remaining background of weakly coupled modes is treated pertur-batively resulting in a shift in frequency and a decay width for the atom.Recently, however, new types of materials have appeared which possess struc-tured reservoirs that can not be modelled satisfactorily using these standardmethods. This includes phonon reservoirs in semiconductors and in particularphoton reservoirs in photonic crystals. Photonic crystals are novel materials inwhich the spatial modulation of the dielectric constant leads to the formationof band structure for the electromagnetic �eld in close analogy to the electronicband structure in solids. The presence of gaps in the band structure for theelectromagnetic �eld implies that no photonic modes exist for a range of fre-quencies in the crystal.The recurrent theme of this thesis is the interaction of small quantum systemswith a structured radiation reservoir and the motivation for these studies istwo-fold. First, the introduction of structured reservoirs leads to a whole rangeof new phenomena: For instance in the spontaneous decay of a two-level atomlocated inside a photonic band gap (PBG) material and near-resonant with theedge of a PBG, Rabi-like oscillations may occur in a transient regime and in1



2 Chapter 1. Prologuethe long-time limit a signi�cant part of the excitation may remain localized atthe site of the atom (the so-called photon-atom state) as opposed to the expo-nential decay of an atom in free space where eventually the atom loses all itsexcitation. These novel e�ects occur without the introduction of a defect modein the crystal but simply due to the structures in the continuum.A second motivation for these studies is to investigate the validity of the ap-proximations normally employed when dealing with a reservoir. The Markov(or pole) approximation assuming a at reservoir is of course invalidated in astructured reservoir but we show in chapter 5 that also the Born-approximationwhich neglects correlations between the atom and the reservoir �eld modes isno longer valid. New methods are thus required and in chapter 5, we present anovel technique based on the resolvent operator and Monte-Carlo wave functionstechniques.1.1 Thesis outlineConcluding this introductory chapter, let us outline the remainder of this the-sis.The general emphasis in this thesis is on the impact of a modi�ed radiationreservoir on atomic dynamics. Although structured reservoirs are encounteredin many contexts, our main focus is on the structured radiation reservoir in pho-tonic crystals. Photonic crystals do, however, constitute a very active �eld ofresearch in themselves and the next chapter is thus dedicated to a presentation ofthese novel structures. We present theoretical and experimental investigationsof these crystals and various schemes for their construction as well as possibleapplications.In chapter 3, we investigate two closely spaced atoms interacting through thenarrow band of strongly coupled modes at the edge of a photonic band gap.The resonant dipole-dipole interaction (RDDI) is strongly modi�ed for atomictransition frequencies in the vicinity of the band gap edge, but we show that ananalytical approximation to the RDDI agrees very well with the exact RDDIobtained by numerical integration using the exact dispersion relation. Havingestablished the value of the RDDI, we can derive the amplitudes for the twoatoms without resorting to the pole-approximation which is necessary due tothe strongly modi�ed mode structure in the dielectric host.In chapter 4, an atomic ladder system is investigated. In particular we focus onthe emission spectrum and show that a range of new structures appear in thespectrum of a cascaded system when one of the transitions is in the vicinity ofthe band gap edge.In chapter 5, we investigate an atomic �-system with one transition coupledto a laser �eld and a at continuum of vacuum modes and the other transi-tion coupled to �eld modes near the edge of a photonic band gap. The systemrequires simultaneous treatment of Markovian and non-Markovian dissipationprocesses, and to treat the system dynamics, we propose a formalism based onthe resolvent operator and Monte-Carlo wave functions. We demonstrate that



1.1. Thesis outline 3the exact results obtained from this formalism are not in accordance with theresults obtained from a non-Markovian master equation obtained by applyingonly the Born approximation thus demonstrating the invalidity of the Born ap-proximation.In chapter 6, we investigate an atomic Dicke system coupled to a Fano-pro�ledensity of modes. Introducing two pseudo-modes, a Markovian master equationcan be derived for the atoms+pseudo-modes. One of the modes can be adiabat-ically eliminated and e�ectively we then have an atomic Dicke system coupledto a harmonic oscillator and both systems coupled to the same at continuum.Studying the dynamics, we �nd that following the superradiant regime, a meta-stable state is reached for the atomic system. The decay of the meta-stable stateis non-exponential and we derive an analytical expression for the decay basedon perturbation theory and analytical expressions for trapping states identi�edby the Monte-Carlo wave function method. Further, we investigate mean-valueequations of motion for the operators of the system and discuss di�erent decor-relation approximations of the operator expectation values.Appendix A contains a comment to a recent paper [9] by Tran Quang and SajeevJohn in which they suggest to use dressed-state Monte-Carlo wave functions asa general technique to solve problems with more than one excitation in thestructured reservoir. In this comment we argue that their approach violates thephysical principles underlying the Monte-Carlo wavefunction method and thattheir approach produces unphysical results.The resolvent operator is a strong tool for deriving analytical expressions forwave functions in Laplace space and it is used extensively in this thesis. Inappendix B we review the de�nition and some of the analytical properties ofthe resolvent operator.Finally, in appendix C, a thesis resum�e for the university yearbook has beenincluded.
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Chapter IIPhotonic CrystalsIn subsequent chapters we discuss various aspects of the dynamics obtained foratoms experiencing the strongly modi�ed radiation reservoir inside a photoniccrystal. Photonic crystals are, however, interesting objects in themselves andconstitute a very active �eld of research. The purpose of this chapter is topresent some of the major �ndings related to photonic crystals as well as intro-duce a number of concepts which will be employed in subsequent chapters.In section 2.2, we give a brief outline of the theory underlying photonic crystals.In a scalar approximation to the electromagnetic �eld, an analytical expressionis found for the dispersion relation which exhibits gaps in energy. In section 2.3,we present di�erent con�gurations providing a complete band gap. In section2.4, di�erent schemes for the construction of photonic crystals are shown and�nally in section 2.5, we discuss various applications of these crystals.2.1 IntroductionProgress in the understanding of semiconductors allows nowadays a detailedtailoring of the electronic properties of a material to suit speci�c needs. Thishas led to a wide range of new ceramics and alloys supporting technologicalbreakthroughs with profound impact like the transistor or superconducting ma-terials.A similar impact can be expected if we learn to control the optical properties ofa material. In optical devices, a major source of noise is spontaneous emissionwhich is caused by the coupling of the material to the zero-point uctuations ofthe electromagnetic vacuum �eld. If the density of modes of the electromagnetic�eld could be suppressed, devices with higher e�ciencies could be obtained.To see how such a control can be obtained, it is useful to draw an analogy tosolid state physics. It is well-known that the periodic spatial modulation of theelectronic potential in the bulk of a material results in Bragg scattering of theelectrons and thus leads to a band structure in energy. If the lattice potentialis su�ciently strong, a complete gap in energy may open extending in all direc-tions. 5



6 Chapter 2. Photonic CrystalsIn 1987, it was suggested by Yablonovitch [10] and John [11] that indeed a bandstructure can also be obtained for the electromagnetic �eld. To promote such aband structure they suggested as a host, a low-loss dielectric in which a period-ically varying dielectric constant plays the role of the periodic potential. If thedielectric index contrast (i.e. the magnitude of the modulation) is su�cientlylarge, a complete band gap may arise thus prohibiting the propagation of theelectromagnetic �eld for any polarization and spatial direction for a range offrequencies.The suggestion by Yablonovitch and John prompted an extensive research the-oretically as well as experimentally. Early theoretical works [12, 13] employingscalar equations for the electromagnetic �eld failed to reproduce the experi-mental results and agreement was �rst obtained when the vectorial nature ofthe electromagnetic �eld was taken into account [14]. In 1990, the search fora complete band gap succeeded when Ho, Chan and Soukoulis [15] reportedthe existence of a complete band gap in the con�guration consisting of spheresembedded in a medium of di�erent dielectric constant. This was followed bythe �rst experimental observation in 1991 of a complete band gap for microwaveradiation by E. Yablonovitch in a slightly di�erent con�guration which has be-come known as Yablonovite [16].Since 1991, one goal of the theoretical research in photonic crystals has been todetermine the crystal structure providing the largest possible band gap for thesmallest possible refractive index contrast and on the experimental side the aimhas been to push the gap center frequency towards wavelengths in the (near-)optical domain [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].Other studies have focused on the various applications of photonic crystals. Weknow from solid state physics, that the introduction of a defect in an other-wise perfect crystal may provide for instance a localized electronic state withan energy in the gap. Recent research has investigated the e�ect of defects ina photonic crystal and it is found that the introduction of a point defect inthe bulk of an otherwise perfect crystal may lead to a localized mode of theelectromagnetic �eld which can thus serve as a very high Q-cavity. A lineardefect may act as a waveguide and in a later section we shall see that light maypropagate e�ciently even in waveguides exhibiting sharp bends.2.2 The Maxwell equationsThe study of photonic crystals merges solid state physics with electromagnetism.The terminology used in the �eld of photonic crystals is rooted in solid statephysics and when discussing the phenomena arising in these novel structures wealso draw heavily on analogies to solid state physics but the underlying objectwe want to describe is the electromagnetic �eld. The natural starting point foran analysis of photonic crystals is therefore the Maxwell equations. We shallrestrict ourselves to dielectric materials in which there are no free charges or



2.2. The Maxwell equations 7currents and in that case the Maxwell equations read (in CGS units)r �B = 0 (2.1)r �D = 0 (2.2)r� E+ 1c @B@t = 0 (2.3)r�H � 1c @D@t = 0 (2.4)where E and H are the macroscopic electric and magnetic �elds and D and Bare the displacement and magnetic induction �elds, respectively.The components of D can quite generally be expressed as a power series in EDi =Xj �ijEj +Xjk �ijkEjEk +O(E3) (2.5)For moderate �eld intensities and in the materials of interest, it is a good ap-proximation to retain only the linear term in this expansion. We assume thatthe dielectric is macroscopic and isotropic so that E(r; !) is related to D(r; !)by a scalar dielectric function "(r) which is assumed to be constant within thefrequency range of interest. For a low-loss dielectric we can treat "(r) as areal quantity. Finally, for many dielectric materials of interest, the magneticsusceptibility is close to unity and we may thus take B = H. Since we arelooking for the eigenmodes of the system, we take the �elds in a harmonic formH(r; t) = H(r)e�i!t and E(r; t) = E(r)e�i!t. With these approximations andthe harmonic form of the �elds, the Maxwell equations readr �H = 0 (2.6)r � ["(r)E(r; t)] = 0 (2.7)r� E � i!c H = 0 (2.8)r�H+ i!c "(r)E = 0 (2.9)The two divergence equations imply that the electromagnetic �eld in the mediumis purely transverse. Dividing (2.9) by "(r) and taking the curl, we �nd the fol-lowing closed expression for H�H = �!c �2H (2.10)where the operator � is given by� = r� 1"(r)r� (2.11)Eq. (2.10) has the form of an eigenvalue problem and one particularly appealingfeature of this equation is the fact that the operator � is hermitian. This is



8 Chapter 2. Photonic Crystalsalso the main reason for focusing on the magnetic rather than the electric �eld:A closed eigenvalue equation can be derived for the electric �eld as well butthe operator in that case is not hermitian which complicates the solution of theproblem.To promote the creation of a band structure for the electromagnetic �eld, weintroduce a modulation of the dielectric constant "(r) which is assumed periodicwith lattice vector R i.e. "(r) = "(r +R). The eigenfunctions of H then satisfyFloquet's theorem and they can thus be expanded asH(r) =XG HGei(k+G)�r (2.12)where k is a �xed wave vector, G a reciprocal lattice vector and HG denote theFourier coe�cients of H(r) given byHG = 1Vcell Zcell drH(r)e�iG�r (2.13)where the integration is over the Wigner-Seitz unit cell of volume Vcell.Substituting (2.12) into (2.10) �nally yields an in�nite dimensional matrix equa-tion (k +G)�XG0 �GG0(k +G0)�HG0 + �!c �2HG = 0 (2.14)where �GG0 = 1Vcell Zcell dre�i(G�G0)�r"�1(r) (2.15)By truncating the in�nite series in Eq. (2.14), the resulting �nite matrix canbe diagonalized using standard numerical methods to obtain the eigenfunctionsand eigenenergies. This is an involved task but a number of conclusions can bereached without solving Eq. (2.14).By a variational calculation it is straightforward to show that the eigenstate ofEq. (2.10) with the lowest frequency also minimizes the energy functionalE(H) = hH;�Hi2hH;Hi (2.16)where the inner product h:; :i is de�ned byhH;Gi = Z drH�G (2.17)But E(H) = 12hH;Hi hH;�Hi = 12hH;Hi Z dr 1"(r) jr�Hj2= 12hH;Hi Z dr 1"(r) j!cDj2 (2.18)



2.2. The Maxwell equations 9The energy functional is thus minimized when the displacement �eld D is lo-calized in the regions of high dielectric constant.It is worth noting that even when "(r) is separable e.g. "(r) = "(x)"(y)"(z),the eigenfunctions of Eq. (2.10) are not since the di�erential operator � in Eq.(2.10) mixes di�erent spatial directions.A second important point is that no fundamental length can be constructedfrom the constants entering the equation of motion for the �elds. This meansthat eigenfunctions found at one wavelength after a proper rescaling also areeigenfunctions at any other wavelength which implies that a speci�c photoniccrystal structure can be investigated with microwaves where such a crystal ismuch easier to fabricate and the properties of such a structure are then exactlythe same when the crystal is designed for optical light.The larger the dielectric (or refractive) index contrast is, the easier it is tocreate a full 3D photonic band gap. However, the dielectric constants obtain-able at optical wavelengths dictate an upper limit for the index contrast. Thelargest practical refractive index is that of the common semiconductors siliconand GaAs, with a refractive index n of 3:6 and a dielectric constant of n2 = 13.2.2.1 A photonic band gap in the scalar approximation.It is instructive to neglect the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic �eld andassume scalar waves instead. This serves two purposes: �rst, it yields a problemfor which an analytical expression can be found for the dispersion relation whichexhibits gaps in energy and secondly, aspects of this solution will play a majorrole in our later studies of the response of atoms coupled near-resonantly to aphotonic band gap.In the scalar approximation, the equation of motion for the electromagnetic �eldreads �r2 + V  = �!c �2 (2.19)where the potential V is given byV (x) = ��!c �2 1Xm=�1 "(x �mL) (2.20)and "(x) = � n2 � 1; jxj < a0; otherwise (2.21)where n is the refractive index of the scatterer, a its radius, and 2a + b = Lwhere b is the distance between scatterers and L is the size of the unit cell.If we restrict ourselves to one period of the potential, the wave function can bewritten as  (x) = 8<: Aeikx +Be�ikx x < �aCeigx +De�igx �a � x � aEeikx + Fe�ikx x > a (2.22)



10 Chapter 2. Photonic Crystalswhere k = !=c and g = n!=c. Relations between the coe�cients A; ::; F can bedetermined as follows. Since the potential remains �nite, the wave function  and its �rst derivative should be continuous at x = �a and x = a. This imposesconstraints between the coe�cients A;B;E; F which after some algebra can beformulated in matrix form� AB � = 12 � e2ika(2 cos 2ga� ip sin 2ga) iq sin 2ga�iq sin 2ga e�2ika(2 cos 2ga+ ip sin 2ga) �� EF �(2.23)where p = k=g + g=k and q = k=g � g=k.The eigenfunction  further has to satisfy the Floquet theorem i.e. (x+ L) = ei�L (x) (2.24)where L is the lattice period and � is a suitable wavevector. Imposing thiscondition we �nd � EF � = � Aei�L�ikLBei�L+ikL � (2.25)Combining Eqs. (2.23) and (2.25) and b = L � 2a leads after some algebra tothe relationcos�L = cos(2na!=c) cos(b!=c)� n2 + 12n sin(2na!=c) sin(b!=c) (2.26)which for the special case b = 2na can be solved to yield the dispersion relation!k = c4na arccos h4n cos(kL) + (1� n)2(1 + n)2 i (2.27)Gaps are found at k = m�=L for odd integer values of m. The center frequencyof the lowest gap is !0 = (�c=L)(1 + n)=2n and the width is�! = 2c(1 + n)2nL �� � arccos[h4n cos(kL) + (1� n)2(1 + n)2 i� (2.28)which for n = 1:082 yields a gap-midgap ratio of �!!0 = 0:05.For frequencies close to the upper edge of the gap, the dispersion relation canbe approximated by the e�ective mass dispersion relation!k ' !e + A(k � k0)2 (2.29)where k0 is the wave-vector corresponding to the band edge frequency !e andA is given by A = �cL22a(1 + n)2 1sin(4na!e=c) (2.30)



2.3. Experimental and theoretical results. 11containing constants pertaining to the structure of the crystal.Eq. (2.27) was derived by neglecting the vectorial nature of the electromag-netic �eld. Experiments investigating the band structure of photonic crystalshave shown that this approximation is too crude and to obtain agreement withexperiments the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic �eld has to be takeninto account. For our purposes; namely the investigation of atoms coupled tothe electromagnetic �eld inside a photonic crystal, this is not a major concernsince it will be shown that the atoms are sensitive only to the local form of thedispersion relation i.e. the quadratic expression in Eq. (2.29) and this is a validlocal approximation for many realistic band structures as well. In the followingchapters, Eq. (2.29) is thus applied to the study of one or more atoms couplednear-resonantly to the edge of a photonic band gap.2.3 Experimental and theoretical results.An important issue in the search for a photonic band gap material is to deter-mine the best crystal structure. In order to address this issue, we now focus onthe Brillouin zone (reciprocal lattice). The band gaps corresponding to di�erentsymmetry points of the Brillouin zone have to overlap in order to form a full3D band gap. This is more likely to happen the closer to unity the ratio isbetween the closest and most distant symmetry point of the Brillouin zone { Orin other words: To promote the creation of a complete band gap, the Brillouinzone should be as sphere-like as possible. The most sphere-like structure amongcommon crystals is the fcc-structure depicted in Fig. 2.1. The distance from thecenter of the Brillouin zone to the W -point (most distant symmetry) is about29% larger than the distance to the L point (closest symmetry point).A large number of fcc-structures have been investigated experimentally as wellas theoretically to determine whether they possess a complete band gap. In1990 this search succeeded when Ho, Chan and Soukoulis [15] showed that thefcc structure depicted in Fig. 2.2 consisting of spheres embedded in a mediumwith a contrasting dielectric constant yields a complete band gap when the re-fractive index contrast is su�ciently large and the radius of the spheres is chosenappropriately.The band structure of the lattice of air spheres is shown in Fig. 2.3. A fullgap is found between the second and third band with a gap-midgap ratio of0.29 when the radius of the spheres is chosen to be 0:325a where a is the latticeconstant. With this choice, 81% of the volume of the photonic crystal consistsof air and the spheres of the structure are overlapping.Experimentally, the �rst complete band gap was found in a di�erent con�gura-tion in which a dielectric medium is drilled along three of the axes of the diamondlattice as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. This structure has been termed Yablonoviteafter its discoverer E. Yablonovitch. The band structure of Yablonovite is de-picted in Fig. 2.5. When the radius of the holes is chosen to be 0:234a (a latticeconstant), the crystal has a band gap between the second and third band witha gap-midgap ratio of 0.19.



12 Chapter 2. Photonic Crystals

Figure 2.1: The Brillouin zone for a fcc crystal. The irreducible part of theBrillouin zone is colored [22]
Figure 2.2: Arrangement of dielectric spheres providing a photonic band gap[22].



2.3. Experimental and theoretical results. 13
Figure 2.3: The band structure of the arrangement of air spheres. A full bandgap exists between 2. and 3. band with a gap-midgap ratio of 0.29 [22]

Figure 2.4: The construction of Yablonovite [22]



14 Chapter 2. Photonic CrystalsIn Eq. (2.18) we found that the energy functional is minimized when the dis-placement �eld is localized in regions of high dielectric constant. The bandsabove and below the gap can thus be characterized by where their �eld patternis located. In fact, the energy of the modes corresponding to the bands justbelow a gap, is located in regions of high dielectric constant. The energy ofthe modes just above a gap is correspondingly localized in the regions of lowdielectric constant. Since regions of low dielectric constant typically are air re-gions, these bands are known as air bands. The bands just below the gap arecorrespondingly referred to as dielectric bands.Although the characterization of a photonic crystal evades simple analyticalapproaches, a rule of thumb is that di�erent regions of the photonic crystalcontaining the same material should be connected. This rule of thumb can beunderstood by recalling the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic �eld: InEq. (2.18) it was shown that the �eld energy is minimized if the �eld patternis localized in regions of high dielectric constant. If di�erent regions of highdielectric constant are not connected, then �eld lines corresponding to a modein the dielectric band have to penetrate air regions in the photonic crystal inorder for the �eld lines to remain continuous. This leads to a higher energy ofthe mode thus preventing a band gap from opening. A connected crystal on theother hand allows the �eld lines of low-energy modes to connect neighboringregions of high dielectric constant through narrow \veins" of dielectric materialwithout penetrating air regions of low dielectric constant.2.4 ConstructionThe construction of a photonic crystal with a complete photonic band gap atoptical wavelengths is an involved process since the periodic structure of thecrystal has to be at approximately the same length scale as the wavelength ofthe light that should experience a band gap. As methods of creating a photoniccrystal it has often been suggested to use \subtractive methods" in the sensethat starting from a dielectric block, material is gradually removed in order toeventually obtain the desired crystal structure. Following this idea, photoniccrystals have been fabricated in the microwave regime by manually drilling thelarge number of holes necessary to produce a photonic crystal. Since, however,the size of the holes reects the wavelength of the radiation for which we wanta band gap, it is evident that the method of drilling holes becomes inapplica-ble for near-optical wavelengths. Instead ion etching has been proposed and insome cases applied as a means of creating a photonic crystal since holes with adiameter of optical light can be created in a controlled fashion using this tech-nique. The drawback of this method is, however, that the holes may not be toodeep since in that case irregularities may occur in the etching process. Anotherdisadvantage of the subtractive methods is that defects essential for di�erentapplications can only be precisely implemented in layers a few unit cells fromthe surface of the crystal.A di�erent approach to creating photonic crystals for short wavelength radia-
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Figure 2.5: The band structure of Yablonovite. A full gap exists between 2.and 3 band with a gap-midgap ratio of 0.19 when the holes are 0.234a [22]tion has been invoked by Stuke and collaborators. In a recent paper [23], theyreported the construction of a photonic crystal by means of laser-induced chem-ical vapor deposition (LCVD) from the gas phase. In this approach [24], twoweak orthogonal laser beams are overlapped in a reaction chamber containingtrimethylamine alane [TMAA, AlH3N(CH3)3] and a fair amount of oxygene. Atthe intersection point of the two lasers, the energy absorbed in the gas is suf-�cient to cause deposition directly from the gas phase whereas each of the twolaser beams alone are su�ciently weak to cause negligible deposition. Movingthe intersection point of the two lasers along the desired trajectory at a speedcomparable to the deposition rate of aluminium(� 60�m=s), complicated struc-tures can be built directly in free space.Since the crystal is built by deposition, it is straightforward to incorporate de-fects serving as waveguides or localized cavity modes in the periodic structure.An example of a photonic crystal created by LCVD is shown in Fig. 2.6. Theperiodic structure consists of 15 rows of perpendicularly arranged aluminiumoxide rods 40�m in diameter, with a 133�m periodicity and rod lengths of3000�m. This structure was shown to possess a transmission minimum for radi-ation with a wavelength of 75�m as shown in Fig. 2.7. Since the crystal consistsof only a few layers, no gap was found but the transmission was observed todrop as the number of layers in the crystal increased as we would expect. As ademonstration of the exibility of their technique, Stuke and collaborators haveconstructed other structures exhibiting band gaps [24].
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Figure 2.6: A photonic crystal created by LCVD [25].2.5 ApplicationsThe most characteristic feature of photonic crystals is their ability to stronglymodify the propagational properties the electromagnetic �eld at certain fre-quencies due to their perfect periodicity and for this reason, they have been thesubject of intense interest in recent years.Di�erent applications of photonic crystals rely, however, on breaking this per-fect periodicity by introducing various defects in the crystal and we shall nowdiscuss some of these possible applications.In the microwave regime, superconducting cavities with very high Q-value havebeen constructed allowing the implementation of a whole range of experimentsprobing the interaction of light and matter like for instance the demonstra-tion of Rabi-oscillations of an atom with a near-resonant cavity mode and theconstruction of the one- and two-photon micromasers [26, 27, 28]. For shorterwavelengths, however, the metallic mirrors become lossy thus preventing theconstruction of a high Q cavity in the optical domain. If the attempts to con-struct a photonic crystal in the optical domain succeed, the introduction of aproper point defect in the bulk of such a crystal would yield a localized modeor cavity with a very high Q-value. A point defect is introduced by removing oradding material at a site in the bulk of the crystal. The frequency and geometryof the localized mode can be tuned by varying the amount of material added orremoved as shown in Fig. 2.8.In Fig. 2.9, the localized �eld existing around a defect is plotted. The localized�eld has the form of a torus. The magnetic �eld lines ow around the inside ofthe torus while the displacement �eld circulates around the magnetic �eld on
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Figure 2.7: Transmission as a function of frequency [25].the surface of the torus.A linear instead of a point defect provides a waveguide which allows a strongcontrol of the propagational properties of light. The optical �ber which is theconventional waveguide relies on total internal reection as the mechanism totrap the light propagating in the �ber. Bending a �ber changes the internalreection angle and thus leads to light leaking out of the side of the �ber. Thetrapping mechanism in a photonic crystal is di�erent so what happens to a pulsepropagating in a waveguide with sharp bends? This question was addressed byJoannopoulos and coworkers recently [22, 29, 30]. The setup they consideredis depicted in Fig. 2.10 and consists of a photonic crystal which is formed bya regular grid of dielectric rods. The resulting crystal has a band gap for lightpropagating in the plane perpendicular to the rods and thus possesses a 2Dband gap. Removing from this grid a row of rods forms a waveguide as shownin Fig. 2.10 and the corresponding band structure for this setup is shown in Fig.2.11. The dark regions denote freely propagating modes and the light region theband gap. The existence of the path in the crystal introduces a guided modewith frequency in the band gap. Resonant light introduced in the waveguidetherefore has to propagate along the waveguide. The path depicted in Fig. 2.10has a 90� bend which for an optical �ber would yield a power transmission for adielectric waveguide of around 30%. For the photonic crystal, 98% of the powerof the light that goes in in one end comes out the other end even though theradius of curvature of the bend is less than the wavelength of the light.
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Figure 2.8: A defect is introduced in the bulk of the crystal by removing oradding dielectric material. The right-hand graph shows the frequency of thedefect as a function of defect volume [22].
Figure 2.9: View of the localized magnetic �eld near an air defect in Yablonovite[22].
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Figure 2.10: The displacement �eld of a TM mode propagating along a pathcarved in a square lattice of dielectric rods. Light is propagating from thebottom [22].
Figure 2.11: The projected band structure of TM modes for the waveguide.The dark regions contain the continuum of extended crystal states. The lightcolored region is the band gap and the line is the band of guided modes thatpropagate along the waveguide [22] .
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Chapter IIIAtom-Atom interaction at the edge of a photonicband gapThe interaction of two closely spaced atoms through the narrow band of stronglycoupled modes at the edge of a photonic band gap is investigated. The resonantdipole-dipole interaction (RDDI) is strongly modi�ed for atomic transition fre-quencies in the vicinity of the band gap edge, but we show that an analyticalapproximation to the RDDI agrees very well with the exact RDDI obtained bynumerical integration using the exact dispersion relation. Having establishedthe value of the RDDI, we can derive the amplitudes for the two atoms withoutresorting to the pole-approximation which is necessary due to the strongly mod-i�ed mode structure in the dielectric host. For a wide range of parameters we�nd beating and population trapping in the long time limit. The distributionof population in the photonic continuum is investigated in the long time limitin the case of one and two atoms. It is found to be strongly asymmetric and toexhibit a strong signature of the unusual mode structure in the material at theband gap edge.3.1 IntroductionThe behavior of a two-level atom in a modi�ed radiation reservoir, such as ahigh quality cavity, has become the standard testing ground for novel e�ectsof quantum electrodynamics (QED) and has revealed a number of striking fea-tures. For instance, the spontaneous exponential decay of an excited atomicstate in free space, traditionally thought of as an inherent property of the atom,can be enhanced or suppressed by enclosing the atom in a near-resonant cavity,depending on the magnitude of the atomic lifetime in vacuum relative to thelifetime of the photons in the cavity mode.The recent emergence of materials with photonic band gaps has given rise toa new direction of inquiry; namely the behaviour of atomic decay inside suchmaterials. By conception and construction, the periodic modulation of the di-electric constant in these materials leads to a strongly modi�ed mode structure21



22 Chapter 3. Atom-Atom interaction at the edge of a photonic band gapsuch that photonic modes do not exist for a continuous range of frequencies thatcan be much larger than a typical atomic linewidth.For an atom with transition frequency in the band gap and located inside thedielectric host, this may lead to a total inhibition of spontaneous decay [10],which in turn yields a so-called photon-atom bound state [31, 32] in which theradiation remains localized at the atom. For atomic transition frequencies closerto the band gap edge, the rapidly varying density of modes leads to a splittingof the atomic level, which in the time domain yields the rather unusual phe-nomenon of an oscillatory spontaneous decay [32, 33, 34, 35].In parallel and independent developments, the issue of the modi�cation ofatomic radiative behaviour under atom-atom resonant dipole-dipole interactionhas been receiving renewed attention. Beginning with the pioneering Dickepaper on superradiance [36, 37], the interaction of two closely spaced atomssharing a photon in open space has been addressed in numerous studies, withthe prediction of interesting e�ects such as atomic level shifts due to RDDI,oscillatory photon exchange and squeezing of two-atom resonance uorescence.And rather recently a natural generalization of these phenomena has been ad-dressed; namely the study of the RDDI of closely spaced atoms inside a nearresonant perfect cavity [38]. The results predict a rather strong competitionbetween RDDI and the atom-cavity coupling in the limit of small interatomicseparations such that these two couplings become comparable in magnitude.These developments point to two further levels of generalization. First, the in-terplay between RDDI and atom-cavity coupling in an open (lossy) cavity andsecond the same interplay with the cavity replaced by a photonic band gap en-vironment. It is precisely these generalizations that we have undertaken in thischapter thus extending recent work [1]. We have thus addressed the problemof two identical two-level atoms with a transition frequency in the vicinity ofthe band gap edge and interacting through the narrow band of strongly cou-pled modes. This gives rise to many new e�ects and since it is important todistinguish the e�ects stemming from the modi�ed mode-structure from thosecoming from the interatomic interaction, we have contrasted the results withknown results for atoms in free space as well as two atoms coupled to a lossycavity which we have obtained here.The dynamics of a collection of two-level atoms with transition frequencies farinside the gap has been investigated by S. John and T. Quang [39]. In thatcase, the spontaneous decay is strongly suppressed but the RDDI between theatoms remains strong.In addition to the theoretical interest in these questions, technological devel-opments are making them accessible to experiment. Although the appropriatephotonic band gap materials are not yet available in the optical regime, e�ectsstemming from atom-atom coupling in an open cavity have already been ob-served [40].This chapter is organized as follows: In the next section we present the model.In section 3.3, we calculate the couplings entering the equations of motion,



3.2. The Model 23which allows us to solve these equations in section 3.4. The inversion is per-formed in section 3.5 and the dynamics is investigated in time-domain in section3.6. In section 3.7, we calculate the distribution of population in the photoniccontinuum in the long time limit.3.2 The ModelWe consider two two-level atoms situated at di�erent locations RA;RB in thevacuum part of the crystal. Taking ~ = 1, the Hamiltonian for the problemunder consideration reads H = H0 + V (3.1)with H0 = !A�zA + !B�zB +Xk !kaykak (3.2)neglecting the zero-point energy of the �eld modes, andV = iXk gk hakeik�RA�+A � ayke�ik�RA��Ai+iXk gk hakeik�RB�+B � ayke�ik�RB��Bi (3.3)which is the ordinary interaction Hamiltonian in the rotating wave approxima-tion where �+; ��; �z are the atomic operators and ayk; ak are the creation andannihilation operators of the vacuum modes, respectively, and the dependenceon the atomic positions RA;RB is shown explicitly.The interaction term Eq. (3.3) should be expanded in terms of the modefunc-tions for the crystal. The expansion in terms of plane waves basically neglectsthe local structure of the crystal. However, the overall e�ect of the crystal struc-ture on the vacuum �eld is taken into account through a modi�ed dispersionrelation for the electromagnetic �eld.The coupling constant in Eq. 3.3) is given bygk =r !k2"0V ek � dij (3.4)Here dij is the atomic dipole moment, V the quantization volume, ek the po-larization vector and !k the photon energy.The relevant states of the problem area = jeA; gB; 0ib = jgA; eB; 0ic = jgA; gB; 1keli (3.5)



24 Chapter 3. Atom-Atom interaction at the edge of a photonic band gapwhere gA(B); eA(B) denote lower and upper states of the atoms A(B), respec-tively, and the states c represent the photonic continuum.As a means of deriving the appropriate equations for the atom-�eld dynamicsnon-perturbatively, we employ the resolvent operator[41],G(z) = 1z �H (3.6)which is the Laplace-transform of the time-evolution operator, with z being thecomplex transform variable and H the full Hamiltonian of the system. Thisformalism, in terms of the wave functions instead of the density operator, isapplicable here since we have no incoherent pumping of the system under con-sideration and we do not perform a trace over the vacuum �eld modes.With the system initially in state a, the matrix elements of the resolvent oper-ator read (z � !a)Gaa = 1 +Xc VacGca(z � !b)Gba = Xc VbcGca(z � !c)Gca = VcbGba + VcaGaaEliminating the continuum amplitude Gca, we �nd the two coupled algebraicequations (z � !a)Gaa = 1 +Xc jVacj2z � !cGaa +Xc VacVcbz � !cGba (3.7)(z � !b)Gba = Xc jVbcj2z � !cGba +Xc VbcVcaz � !cGaa (3.8)containing several couplings, one of which isXc jVacj2z � !c (3.9)describing the emission of a photon by atom A followed by a propagation of allthe modes, before the photon is eventually reabsorbed by atom A.Up to this point we have made no approximations speci�c to a band gap materialand the two equations above could therefore as well describe two atoms in thevacuum of free space. The propagation of photons in a band gap material isstrongly modi�ed and it is therefore natural to expect a modi�cation of thecouplings, which will indeed be the case, as we show in the next section. Butbefore proceeding to this issue, let us for instructive purposes investigate thecases of two atoms �rst in vacuum and second in an open cavity.



3.2. The Model 253.2.1 Atom-Atom interaction in free space vacuumIn this case we can perform the usual pole-approximation in the couplings whichconsists in replacing the Laplace variable z by the atomic transition frequency!A. The justi�cation for performing this approximation is that the free spacecontinuum(vacuum) is at and changing the Laplace variable z around !A doesnot change the value of the coupling signi�cantly. In the pole-approximationthe couplings yield Xc jVacj2z � !c ' �� i� (3.10)Xc jVbcj2z � !c ' �� i� (3.11)Xc VacVcbz � !c ' Mab (3.12)assuming identical atoms and thus identical shifts and widths. The dipole-dipolematrix element Mab is in general complex and diverges when the interatomicdistance R goes to zero. This formal divergence stems from the fact that ourmodel does not allow for molecule formation as the atoms approach each otherand for our purposes, we do not need to allow for that case.Inserting these quantities in the equations for the resolvent operator and writingthese in matrix form, we �nd� z � ~! + i� �Mab�Mba z � ~! + i� � � GaaGba � = � 10 � (3.13)where the shift has been absorbed in ~!.The eigenvalues which are easily found asz� = ~! � i� �Mab (3.14)lead to a damped sinusoidal dynamics in the time-domain. Whether the damp-ing or the sinusoidal behaviour is dominant depends on the strength of Mab,which in turn is determined by the atomic con�guration and separation. In thelong time limit and for �nite separations there is no population trapping.3.2.2 Atom-Atom interaction in a cavityThe equations (3.7) and (3.8) are easily extended to accomodate the presenceof an open cavity(z � !a)Gaa = 1 +Xc jVacj2z � !cGaa +Xc VacVcbz � !cGba+ jVadj2z � ~!d + i�Gaa + VadVdbz � ~!d + i�Gba (3.15)



26 Chapter 3. Atom-Atom interaction at the edge of a photonic band gap(z � !b)Gba = Xc jVbcj2z � !cGba +Xc VbcVcaz � !cGaa+ jVbdj2z � ~!d + i�Gba + VbdVdaz � ~!d + i�Gaa (3.16)where Vad; Vbd are the dipole-mode couplings of atom A(B) respectively, ~!d isthe resonance frequency of the cavity shifted due to the coupling to a reservoir,and � the cavity decay width. These equations show that the presence of thecavity can be thought of as a Lorentzian superimposed on the at backgroundof vacuum modes.Since the summations in the couplings are over the at continuum (vacuum), weperform the pole-approximation as in Eqs. (3.10-3.12) and bring the equationsto the matrix form" z � ~! + i�� jVadj2z�~!d+i� �Mab � VadVdbz�~!d+i��Mba � VbdVdaz�~!d+i� z � ~! + i� � jVbdj2z�~!d+i� # � GaaGba � = � 10 � (3.17)The motion of the coupled system is determined by the poles of the resolventoperator which are the roots of the characteristic polynomial.In general, all three roots are complex and thus contain dissipative terms. Thismeans that in the long time limit t � ��1; ��1, there will be no populationtrapping as opposed to two atoms located in a photonic band gap materialwhich is the case we treat in the rest of this chapter.3.3 Calculation of the couplingsAs a model for the photonic band gap material, we consider the isotropic crystalintroduced by John [42], for which the dispersion relation is given by Eq. (2.27).In the following we choose the refractive index n = 1:082, which yields a gapcenter frequency !0 = �cL 1+n2n and a relative gap width �!=!0 = 0:05. At (near-)optical frequencies, this gap is much larger than any typical atomic coupling andthe inuence of the lower band gap edge on the atomic dynamics can thereforebe neglected for atomic transition frequencies in the vicinity of the upper bandedge. For photonic frequencies close to the band edge, the dispersion relationEq. (2.27) can be approximated by the e�ective mass dispersion relation Eq.(2.29)[42] which we shall use in the following.In this section we address the calculation of the couplingsXc VmcVcnz � !c (3.18)with m;n 2 fa; bg which when using the interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (3.3) canbe written more explicitly asXc VmcVcnz � !c = Xk;i;j;l !k2"0V (e(l)ki dmegi)e(l)kjdngejz � !c eik�R (3.19)



3.3. Calculation of the couplings 27with R = Rm � Rn the relative distance between the two atoms if m 6= n,i; j 2 fx; y; zg and we have introduced a summation over polarization (index l)in the �rst equation. It is easily shown that the summation over polarizationvectors yields Xl=1;2 e(l)ki e(l)kj = �ij � k̂ik̂j (3.20)where k̂ = (sin � cos�; sin � sin�; cos �). Inserting this relation in the expressionabove and turning the summation over k into an integral, the relation readsXc VmcVcnz � !c = 1(2�)3 Xij Z d3k(�ij � k̂ik̂j) !k2"0 dmegidngejz � !k eik�R (3.21)Since we have assumed an isotropic dispersion relation which contains no angulardependence, the angular integral can thus be performed.The general result readsXc VmcVcnz � !c = 12�2 12"0 Xi Z dkk2!k�ii(k;R)dmegidngeiz � !k (3.22)with �ii(k;R) = � sin kRkR + cos kR(kR)2 � sin kR(kR)3 � �ix+ � sin kRkR + cos kR(kR)2 � sin kR(kR)3 � �iy+ ��2 cos kR(kR)2 + 2 sin kR(kR)3 � �iz (3.23)where we have taken the z-axis along the interatomic separation axis.The steps leading to Eq. (3.22) are standard and well-known. For m 6= n, Eq.(3.22) yields the RDDI between two neighbouring atoms and for m = n thee�ective coupling of an atom with the reservoir. In that case R = 0.For two atoms in free space, the free space dispersion relation !k = ck appliesand the integral Eq. (3.22) can be evaluated by contour methods yielding thematrix element Mab of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.17). In the present context, the dis-persion relation Eq. (2.27) is rather complicated and the integral Eq. (3.22)has to be performed numerically.The question of major interest here is, whether we can replace the variable z bythe atomic transition energy !A in Eq. (3.22). This requires that the integralas a function of z is slowly varying. Calculations by John [42] and Kweon[43]have shown that for atomic transition frequencies in the gap far from the edge,the value of the dipole-dipole matrix element approaches that of vacuum i.e.for two closely spaced atoms with transition frequencies in the gap, the virtual



28 Chapter 3. Atom-Atom interaction at the edge of a photonic band gapphotons exchanged are of such energy that the atoms do not experience the ex-istence of the gap. It is, however, not evident whether this also holds for atomictransition frequencies at the edge of the gap. To explore the sensitivity of thevalue of the integral on z, we have performed a careful numerical investigationof the coupling Eq. (3.22) using the exact dispersion relation Eq. (2.27) for thecrystal and have indeed found that the value Eq. (3.22) assumes in the vicinityof the band edge is sensitively dependent on z and as a result we cannot replacez by !A.Before proceeding to the numerical results, we present an approximate analyti-cal calculation of the coupling.The complex Laplace variable z can in this context be written z = x + i�,where � is a small positive quantity. Using the identity1x+ i� �!0= P 1x � i��(x) (3.24)where P denotes principal value part, in the integral Eq. (3.22) and leaving outfor the moment the multiplicative coe�cients yieldsZ dkk2!k�ii(k;R) 1z � !k= P Z dkk2!k�ii(k;R) 1x� !k � i� Z dkk2!k�ii(k;R)�(x� !k)(3.25)For m 6= n, we denote the �rst part of Eq. (3.25) by Vmn and this givesrise to the divergent part of the dipole-dipole interaction, diverging for smallinteratomic distances as 1R3 . By numerical integration of this quantity, we haveestablished that it is to a very good approximation given by the real part of theRDDI obtained for two atoms in free space.For m = n the principal value part gives rise to the Lamb shift of the excitedatomic states. We absorb this energy shift in the eigenenergies of the excitedatomic states.To evaluate the second integral of Eq. (3.25), we apply the e�ective massapproximation Eq. (2.29). Inserting this expression in the integral Eq. (3.25)yields Z dkk2!k�ii(k;R)�(x� !k) ' k2+!k+�ii(k+; R) 12px� !epA (3.26)where k+ = k0 +qx�!eA .For atomic transition frequencies at the edge of the gap !A ' !e, the con-tribution qx�!eA will be negligible since the resolvent operator has a pole atx ' !A ' !e. Neglecting qx�!eA compared to k0, we thus �nd the simplerexpressionZ dkk2!k�ii(k;R)�(x� !k) ' k20!e�ii(k0; R) 12px� !epA (3.27)



3.3. Calculation of the couplings 29which applies to the case of m = n as well as m 6= n.For notational convenience, we de�neCM =Xi 14��0 dmegidngei2pA k20!e�ii(k0; R) (3.28)for m 6= n and Cn = Xi 14��0 jdnegij22pA k20!e�ii(k0; R = 0)= Xi 14��0 jdnegij22pA k20!e23 (3.29)for m = n.In the � con�guration for instance, i.e. the atomic dipoles parallel and alignedperpendicular to the interatomic separation axis, CM readsCM = !e4��0 dmegdnge2pA �k0 sin k0RR + cos k0RR2 � sin k0Rk0R3 � (3.30)Collecting the terms, we �ndXc jVacj2z � !c = �iCapz � !e (3.31)where the Lamb shift part of the coupling has been absorbed in the atomiceigenenergies and Xc VacVcbz � !c = Vab + �iCMpz � !e (3.32)where Vab is the principal value part of the RDDI-integral in Eq. (3.25). Wenote that the RDDI Eq. (3.32) has a term diverging as z ! !e. For atomictransition frequencies outside the gap i.e. z > !e, this yields an imaginarycontribution to the interatomic coupling. For atomic transition frequencies inthe gap i.e. z < !e, the argument of the square root changes sign and the squareroot term and thus the whole interatomic coupling becomes purely real.As has been noted in the literature [42], the occurence of the square root termsin Eqs. (3.32) and (3.31) corresponds to a density of states given by�(!) = V(2�)3 k202pA 1p! � !e�(! � !e) (3.33)where �(! � !e) is the Heaviside step-function.In the following, we assume Vab and CM to be real quantities which is not arestriction, since this can be achieved by a proper phase-transformation of the
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Figure 3.1: RDDI as a function of the interatomic distance R for atoms in the� con�guration with z = 0:998!e. The solid line is the numerical solution of(3.22) and the dotted curve Eq. (3.32).interaction Hamiltonian turning the dipole-moments into real quantities.To check the validity of the e�ective mass approximation in calculating theRDDI, we present the results obtained from Eq. (3.32) and by numerical inte-gration of Eq. (3.22).In Fig. 3.1, we compare the results obtained by numerical integration of theexact expression for the coupling Eq. (3.22) with the approximate analyticalresult Eq. (3.32) obtained in the e�ective mass approximation as a function ofthe interatomic separation with z = 0:998!e. As the real part of the RDDI ofEq. (3.32) we have used the coupling obtained for two atoms in vacuum.There is indeed a very good agreement. For this choice of parameters, z < !ewhich yields a negative argument in the square root part of Eq. (3.32) and thecoupling is thus purely real.In Fig. 3.2, we plot the coupling with z = 1:002!e. Again we �nd a verygood agreement between the exact expression Eq. (3.22) and the approximateexpression Eq. (3.32).We have tested the sensitivity of Eq. (3.22) on z by calculating the couplingfor various values of z in the vicinity of !e and the dependence on z as givenby the approximate expression in Eq. (3.32) has been con�rmed. We have thusshown that the RDDI given by Eq. (3.22) can be replaced by the more explicitexpression Eq. (3.32), where Vab is the real part of the dipole-dipole couplingfor two atoms in the vacuum of free space.
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Figure 3.2: RDDI as a function of the interatomic distance R for atoms inthe � con�guration with z = 1:002!e. The solid and long-dashed lines arethe numerical computations of (3.22) and (3.32) respectively. The dotted anddashed lines are the imaginary parts of (3.22) and (3.32) respectively.3.4 Revisiting the resolvent operator equationsUsing Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) in the equation for the resolvent matrix elements,we �nd (z � !a)Gaa = 1 + VabGba + �iCapz � !eGaa + �iCMpz � !eGba(z � !b)Gba = VbaGaa + �iCbpz � !eGba + �iCMpz � !eGaaassuming as before that the matrix element CM is real. The equations canbe slightly simpli�ed by multiplying both sides of the equations with pz � !eand transforming the Laplace variable z by z � !a ! z which correspondsto transforming to an interaction picture rotating at !a. We further assume!a = !b and Ca = Cb � C i.e. the atoms are identical and de�ne � = !a � !e.Writing the equations in matrix form �nally yields� zpz + � + iC �pz + �Vab + iCM�Vbapz + � + iCM zpz + � + iC � � GaaGba � = � pz + �0 � (3.34)Eliminating the continuum amplitude, we have obtained two coupled algebraicequations for two two-level atoms interacting through RDDI and through a



32 Chapter 3. Atom-Atom interaction at the edge of a photonic band gapnarrow band of strongly coupled modes. As opposed to standard treatmentsdealing with system-reservoir interactions, we have at no point performed apole-approximation simply because the reservoir in our case is very far frombeing \at". The peculiar features of the continuum are reected by the squareroot terms appearing in the resolvent operator equations.We can immediately identify the eigenstates of the matrix in Eq. (3.34) as thesymmetric and antisymmetric product states de�ned by s(a) = 1p2 [jeAgBi � jgAeBi] (3.35)The symmetric product state  s is a Dicke state and would for atoms in freespace correspond to a super-radiant state. We shall, however, see that in aphotonic band gap material we can actually have population trapping in thissymmetric state.In the study of the interactions of atoms with cavity modes, the dynamics ofthe systems under consideration is exclusively determined by the location ofthe poles of the resolvent operator in the complex plane. This is, however, notthe full truth in this problem; On performing the inversion integral to obtainthe time dependent amplitudes, there is a contribution coming from the cut inthe complex plane (arising from the photonic continuum) which yields a non-negligible contribution to the dynamics of the system. But for the moment, weproceed as usual by �nding the roots of the characteristic polynomial of theabove equations. It reads0 = hzpz + � + iCi2 � hpz + �Vab � iCMi2 (3.36)assuming that Vab is real. To obtain a polynomial in z, we multiply by theconjugate which yields the characteristic polynomialh(z) = �z2(z + �) �C2 � V 2ab(z + �) +C2M�2+4(z + �) [Cz + CMVab]2 (3.37)By multiplying the characteristic equation with its conjugate, we have of courseintroduced extra roots and thereby extra poles. These extra poles, however, donot contribute when we perform the inversion integral.In general, the roots of Eq. (3.37) are complicated expressions and they readz1 = �� � 2Vab3 + 2 13 (� � Vab)23B� + B�3 � 2 13 (3.38)z2 = �� � 2Vab3 � ei�=3 2 13 (� � Vab)23B� � e�i�=3 B�3 � 2 13 (3.39)z3 = �� � 2Vab3 � e�i�=3 2 13 (� � Vab)23B� � ei�=3 B�3 � 2 13 (3.40)



3.4. Revisiting the resolvent operator equations 33z4 = �� + 2Vab3 + 2 13 (� + Vab)23B+ + B+3 � 2 13 (3.41)z5 = �� + 2Vab3 � ei�=3 2 13 (� + Vab)23B+ � e�i�=3 B+3 � 2 13 (3.42)z6 = �� + 2Vab3 � e�i�=3 2 13 (� + Vab)23B+ � ei�=3 B+3 � 2 13 (3.43)where the following abbreviations have been introducedB� = (A� +qA2� � 4(� � Vab)6) 13 (3.44)B+ = (A+ +qA2+ � 4(� + Vab)6) 13 (3.45)and A� = 2(Vab � �)3 � 27(C �CM )2A+ = �2(Vab + �)3 � 27(C +CM )2 (3.46)It is easily seen that the six roots can be viewed as being the roots of two dif-ferent third order polynomials. One triplet of eigenvalues corresponds to thesymmetric product state, and the other triplet to the anti-symmetric productstate Eq. (3.35).We found in Eq. (3.34) coupled algebraic equations governing the motion ofthe system. Eliminating the amplitude Gba we �nd for GaaGaa = z(z + �) + iCpz + �h(z) �(z2 � V 2ba)(z + �) +C2M�C2 � 2ipz + �(Cz +CMVab)i (3.47)and for GbaGba = Vba(z + �) � iCMpz + �h(z) �(z2 � V 2ba)(z + �) +C2M�C2 � 2ipz + �(Cz + CMVab)i (3.48)where h(z) is the characteristic polynomial of Eq. (3.37). As is evident fromEqs.(3.47) and (3.48), the expressions for the amplitudes contain square root terms.This means that the amplitudes have a branch cut in the complex plane andwe must therefore be very careful when performing the inversion. We take thebranch cut along the negative imaginary axis thereby de�ning the �rst Riemannsheet to be � 2]� �=2 : 3�=2[.We could discuss the behaviour of the system in di�erent regimes in terms ofthe location of the eigenvalues in the complex plane. As we mentioned above,
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� xy

Figure 3.3: The contour used to invert the amplitudes to time domain.however, there is a non-negligible contribution to the inversion integral whichstems from the photonic continuum and which cannot be discussed in terms ofeigenvalues. In order to see the precise behaviour of the system, we thereforeperform the inversion integral and investigate the system in time domain.3.5 The inversionThe inversion integral readsU(t) = 12�i Z �1+i�1+i� dzG(z)e�izt (3.49)where � is an in�nitesimal small positive quantity. To evaluate the integral,we close the contour with a semi-circle in the lower half of the complex planeas depicted in Fig. 3.3 and use the residue theorem. When the radius of thesemi-circle goes to in�nity, this part of the contour does not contribute. Sincethe functions to invert have a branch cut, we have to do a detour around thebranching point. This detour, denoted  does contribute.Applying the residue theorem, we �ndUk(t) =Xj (z � zj)Gka(z)e�iztjz=zj � 12�i Z dze�iztpz + �pk(z) (3.50)with k = fa; bg and since all poles are simple. For higher order poles, theresidues are more complicated. The sum over j is a sum over all poles that do



3.5. The inversion 35not have a positive imaginary part since those poles fall outside the integrationcontour. The function pk(z) introduced in the last integral is the part of theexpressions for Gaa and Gba containing the square root terms, thuspa(z) = i (z + �)(�Cz2 �CV 2ba � 2CMVbaz) +C(C2M � C2)h(z)pb(z) = �iCM �(z2 + V 2ba)(z + �) + C2M �C2� + 2Vba(z + �)Czh(z) (3.51)Let us look at the detour integral along the path Z dze�iztpz + �pk(z) = Z 01 dyei 3�2 e�iyei3�=2tei�tqei 3�2 ypk(yei 3�2 � �)+ Z 10 dye�i �2 e�iye�i�=2tei�tqe�i�2 ypk(ye�i �2 � �)= 2iei 3�4 Z 10 dye�yt+i�tpypk(�iy � �) (3.52)with k 2 fa; bg and y = z + �.With the normalization of 2�i, the detour part thus reads12�i Z dze�iztpz + �pk(z) = ei 3�4� Z 10 dye�yt+i�tpypk(�iy � �) (3.53)The integral cannot be computed analytically (except for certain limits) but iseasily computed numerically. The inuence of the integrals can, however, befound in the long time limit. In that case only the lowest order in z contributesto the integrals, and we thus �nd12�i Z dze�iztpz + �pa(z) ' ei 3�4� Z 10 dye�yt+i�tpypa(0)= ei 3�4 +i�t� pa(0)�(3=2)t 32 (3.54)In the long time limit, the detour-integral thus contributes as t� 32 . A similarbehaviour is found for the other detour-integral.The prefactor pa(0) in Eq. (3.54) determines the inuence of the detour-integralon the total wave function. By examining the expression for pk(z), one �ndspk(0) / ��1 for large detunings. The inuence of the detour-integral thereforebecomes negligible when the atomic transition frequency is detuned far from theband gap edge in which case the atomic evolution becomes exponential (positivedetuning) or the decay is inhibited (negative detuning).The behaviour of the system resembles the departure from exponential decayfor an atom in free space due to corrections to the pole-approximation [44]. Werecall, however, that in our problem the photon continuum is strongly modi�edcompared to the free space case, and the pole-approximation does not providea valid starting point for our calculation.



36 Chapter 3. Atom-Atom interaction at the edge of a photonic band gap3.6 The wave functions in time domainHaving established the inuence of the detour integral, we investigate the systemin di�erent limits in the time domain.3.6.1 One atomIf the interatomic separation is very large, we have CM � Vab � 0 and theproblem reduces to the one-atom problem already treated in the literature [32,33]. In that case the characteristic polynomial Eq. (3.37) simpli�es to0 = �z2(z + �) +C2�2 (3.55)which seems to indicate that this one-atom system has three poles that are allof order two. The expression for Gaa does, however, simplify and we �ndGaa = z(z + �)� ipz + �Cz2(z + �) +C2 (3.56)which is the expression also derived by John and Quang [32] and Kofman etal [33]. This expression has three poles, of which only two contribute since thethird pole has a positive imaginary part and thus falls outside the inversioncontour. Of the two remaining poles, one has an imaginary part and thus givesrise to a transient, dissipative dynamics, whereas the second pole is purely realand thus corresponds to a stable, non-decaying state of the system. In thetransient regime, both poles will contribute to the dynamics which gives rise tobeating, which is indeed a rather unusual phenomenon in spontaneous decay.For an atomic transition frequency at the band edge (� = 0), the roots arez1 = �C 23z2 = ei�3C 23z3 = e�i�3C 23 (3.57)In the long time limit, only the real root contributes and the atomic populationis then given by jUaa(t)j2 � ���� z21 � iCpz1(z1 � z2)(z1 � z3) ����2 = 49 (3.58)which means that a considerable part of the population is bound on the atom inthe long time limit. This is what has been referred to as a \bound photon-atomstate" in the literature [31, 32]. For atomic transition frequencies in the gap,the population trapping can be close to 1 as is evident from Fig. 3.4, where wehave plotted the atomic population as a function of time for di�erent detuningswith respect to the band gap edge.Spontaneous emission is taking place on a fast timescale roughly given by C�2=3
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Figure 3.4: The time evolution of the excited state population as a functionof time for di�erent detunings: � = �10C2=3 (solid line), � = �3C2=3 (dashedline), � = 0 (dotted line), � = C2=3 (dashed-dotted line) and � = 3C2=3 (long-dashed line)and in this transient regime, part of the atomic population is lost. On a longertimescale, the population remains almost constant but we see a slight oscillationwhich stems from the beating between the stable, non-decaying state and thedetour-integral. Physically, this e�ect stems from the emitted photon which isreected in the dielectric host and thus oscillates back and reexcites the atom.Even for atomic transition frequencies outside the gap (� > 0), we �nd a signif-icant population trapping as has been noted in the literature [32, 33].3.6.2 Two atoms at the band edge (� = 0)At the band edge � = 0 and for negligible dipole-dipole coupling Vab ' 0, theroots of the characteristic polynomial are the followingz1 = ei�=3(C + CM) 23 (3.59)z2 = e�i�=3(C + CM) 23 (3.60)z3 = �(C + CM) 23 (3.61)z4 = ei�=3(C � CM) 23 (3.62)z5 = e�i�=3(C � CM) 23 (3.63)z6 = �(C � CM) 23 (3.64)
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C2=3tFigure 3.5: The time evolution of the excited state populations as a function oftime for atomic transition frequencies at the band edge (� = 0). The solid lineis the population of the initially excited atom A and the dashed line is for atomB. CM=C = 12 ; Vab = 0Two of these roots are real; namely z = �(C+CM ) 23 and z = �(C�CM ) 23 andby inserting these in the equation for the characteristic polynomial Eq. (3.36), itis easily con�rmed that these roots are also roots in the orignal polynomial. Thatthe roots are real means that they correspond to stable, non-decaying states ofthe coupled system. The existence of two such stable states implies that thesystem has no steady state in the conventional sense of the word, since in thelong time limit, the system will beat between these two non-decaying states.On the other hand, if the system is viewed in the basis of the symmetric- andanti-symmetric product states, it is found to have a steady state.Of the four remaining roots, two will not contribute since they have a positiveimaginary part and thus fall outside the integration contour and the two re-maining roots will give rise to a transient, damped behaviour.Now, one of the real poles corresponding to a stable state is actually the eigen-value of the symmetric product state. We thus �nd the surprising result thatthe symmetric product state which in free space is super-radiant in the photonicband gap can be a partially stable non-decaying state.In Fig. 3.5, we have plotted the atomic populations as a function of time. Fromthe �gure, we identify an initial transient regime in which part of the populationis lost. On a longer timescale, the remaining population is exchanged betweenthe atoms in an oscillatory, non-dissipative manner. This is also a rather sur-
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c)C2=3tFigure 3.6: The excited state populations as a function of time for � = 3, C = 1,CM = 0:8 and di�erent values of Vab. The solid line is the population in theexcited state of atom A. The dashed line is the sum of the populations in theexcited states of atom A and B. a) Vab = 1. b) Vab = 3.c) Vab = 5.prising result: In the study of atoms coupled to cavities, we typically see beating(Rabi-oscillations) when the Rabi-frequency exceeds the decay width and theRabi-oscillation is then a transient phenomena, which is eventually damped out.In the present problem, dissipation only acts in a transient regime, after whichit is e�ectively turned o� and then only the coherent oscillation of the remainingexcitation between the two atoms persists. Physically, this part of the excitationis protected against dissipation, since it corresponds to a photon with energy inthe gap, tunneling between the two atoms.3.6.3 Small interatomic separation.When the interatomic separation becomes very small i.e. R � �, the realpart of the dipole-dipole interaction (Vab) becomes the dominant part of theinteraction. We investigate this regime for di�erent detunings. In Fig. 3.6, weplot the population in the excited state of the initially excited atom A and thetotal population of atomA and B as a function of time for di�erent values of Vab
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c)C2=3tFigure 3.7: The excited state populations as a function of time for � = �3,C = 1, CM = 0:8 and di�erent values of Vab. The solid line is the population inthe excited state of atom A. The dashed line is the sum of the populations inthe excited states of atom A and B. a) Vab = 1, b) Vab = 3 and c) Vab = 7.with � = 3. With this choice of parameters, the atomic transition frequenciesare tuned outside the gap into the allowed part of the spectrum. For a relativelyweak RDDI (Vab = 1), the atomic population is lost in the long time limit as isevident from the �gure. For a slightly stronger RDDI (Vab = 3), the couplingbetween the two atoms is now comparable to the detuning from the band gapedge and the splitting of the atomic levels due to the coupling is hence strongenough to move part of the atomic level into the gap where it is protected fromdissipation. We therefore �nd a non-negligible population trapping for thischoice of parameters. This becomes even more apparent for an even strongercoupling (Vab = 5), in which case close to 50 percent of the initial excitationremains bound on the two atoms in the long time limit.The reverse case is illustrated in Fig. 3.7, where again the atomic populationon atom A and the sum of the atomic populations are plotted for � = �3 andvarious values of Vab.For a relatively weak RDDI (Vab = 1), there is a signi�cant populationtrapping in the long time limit. As the RDDI is becoming comparable to the



3.7. The photonic population distribution 41detuning from the band gap edge, the population-trapping is decreased sincethe level splitting is now large enough to move part of the atomic levels into theallowed part of the spectrum.3.7 The photonic population distributionIn the literature, di�erent quantities have been employed as a measure of thespectrum [45]. For an atom in free space, the spectrum is the distributionof population in the continuum modes in the long time limit. In the presentcase, however, an initially excited atom with a transition frequency close to theedge of the gap with a certain probability evolves into a photon-atom boundstate which is a superposition of atomic excited state in the presence of nophoton and atomic ground state with a superposition of one-photon states.The superposition of photonic states yields a wavepacket in real space whichis well localized around the atom. A detector located outside the large crystaldoes not detect the localized photonic wavepacket but only the uorescent lightlost in the initial transient regime of the atomic evolution. The distributionof population in the photonic continuum does therefore not coincide with thespectrum we would measure with a detector located outside the crystal. Kofmanand coworkers have investigated the spectrum of one atom in a photonic bandgap material [33].In this section we investigate the distribution of population in the continuum inthe long time limit.3.7.1 One atomThe one-photon part of the �eld in the time domain is given byj i =Xkl Uca(t)jkli (3.65)where the summation is over all continuum states and Uca is the amplitude forthe continuum mode c with frequency !c = !a +�, obtained by inverting theexpression Gca = VcaGaaz �� (3.66)where Gaa is the one-atom amplitude given by Eq. (3.56).In the long time limit, only the roots with no imaginary(dissipative) part con-tribute to the dynamics in time domain of the continuum mode. Assuming thatthe atomic transition frequency is at the band gap edge (� = 0), there are twopoles contributing: One is the free evolution of the mode at frequency ! and theother pole at �C2=3 stems from the non-decaying photon-atom bound state.In this case, the population in the mode isjUca(t)j2 = jVcaj2(� + C2=3)2 � �4 +C2�(�2 +C4=3 ��C2=3)2



42 Chapter 3. Atom-Atom interaction at the edge of a photonic band gap+49 � 43 �2�2 +C4=3 ��C2=3 cos(�t+C2=3t)+43 Cp��2 + C4=3 ��C2=3 sin(�t+ C2=3t)# (3.67)Eq. (3.67) contains an implicit dependence on the orientation of the atomicdipole in space. We perform an integration of Eq. (3.67) over the angular part.Furthermore we perform a time average over the period 2�=(�+C2=3) in orderto eliminate the time dependent terms.In the long time limit, the frequency distribution is therefore given by the an-gular integrated, stationary terms of Eq. (3.67)S(!) = �(!) Xl=1;2 Z d
jUcaj2= �(! � !e)�p! � !e C(� + C2=3)2 � �4 + C2�(�2 +C4=3 ��C2=3)2 + 49� (3.68)where ! = !a +� = !e +� since � = 0 and the density of states �(!) is givenby Eq. (3.33).Eq. (3.68) does indeed yield a rather unusual distribution of population quitedi�erent from the usual Lorentzian form obtained for a two-level atom in freespace as can also be seen from Fig. 3.8, where we have plotted the frequencydistribution as a function of !.The coupled system consisting of \atom+reservoir" has a pole at exp(�i�=3)C2=3and we would thus expect the population distribution to have a peak at 12C2=3.The density of modes does, however, strongly suppress radiation at this wave-length and instead the photon emission close to the band gap edge (� � 0) isstrongly ampli�ed.We calculate the population in the continuum modes in the long time limit,which is given by Z 10 d!S(!) = 59 (3.69)To obtain this result, the integral has been performed numerically. In the longtime limit, we therefore �nd that the atomic excited state population given byEq. (3.58) and the population in the photonic continuum add up to one asshould be the case.3.7.2 Two atomsWhen the couplings between the two atoms cannot be neglected, the generalexpression for the continuum amplitude in frequency domain readsGca = 1z � !c [VcaGaa + VcbGba] (3.70)
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Figure 3.8: The photonic population distribution for one atom in a photonicband gap with transition frequency at the band gap edge (� = 0).Let us consider the simpler case of Vab = � = 0. The roots of the system arethen given by Eqs. (3.59-3.64) and the expression for the continuum amplitudereads Gca = 1z � !c 1h(z) �Vca(z2 + iCpz)� iVcbCMpz��z3 + C2M �C2 � 2iCpzz� (3.71)while the stable roots of the system are given by Eq. (3.61) and Eq. (3.64). Inthe long time limit, these roots and the root z = ! contribute. As before, wetransform the amplitude to the time domain keeping only the contribution fromreal roots, taking absolute square and leaving out terms depending on frequency.In the end, we obtain for the angular integrated continuum populationS(!) = �(!) Xl=1;2 Z d
jUca(t)j2= �(! � !e)�p! � !e C�h(�)2 ��3 + C2 � C2M� �(�3 + C2M �C2)2 + 4�3C2�+ �(! � !e)�p! � !e 32C2C2M9~h2 � C � CM((C � CM)2=3 +�)2 + C +CM((C +CM )2=3 +�)2�(3.72)
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Figure 3.9: The photonic population distribution for two atoms in a photonicband gap with transition frequencies at the band gap edge (� = 0) and Vab = 0.The solid line is for CM=C = 0:9 and the long-dashed line is for CM=C = 0:1where we have de�ned~h = h(C � CM)4=3 + (C + CM)4=3 � (C2 � C2M)2=3ih(C +CM )2=3 � (C �CM )2=3i (3.73)The population distribution Eq. (3.72) has been plotted in Fig. 3.9. From the�gure, we �nd that the population distribution has a \shoulder" which vanisheswhen C � CM . The reason for this becomes apparent by investigating theeigenvalues of the coupled system. The coupled system uoresces at the energies12 (C �CM )2=3 and 12(C +CM)2=3. The shoulder in the population distributionthus stems from the uorescence at the energy 12(C � CM)2=3, which coincideswith the band gap edge when C � CM , in which case the shoulder disappears.As in the case of one atom, we have by numerical integration of the populationdistribution over !, made sure that the population in the continuum modes andthe atomic excited state population add up to one.3.8 SummaryIn this chapter we have presented a model calculation for two atoms with tran-sition frequencies near the edge of a photonic band gap and interacting through



3.8. Summary 45the narrow band of strongly coupled modes.We addressed the problem using the resolvent operator formalism by means ofwhich, the wave functions of the system are obtained in Laplace space.Eliminating the �eld mode amplitudes from the equations of motion, we ob-tained two coupled, algebraic equations for the amplitudes of the two atomscoupled through second order expressions involving summations over the con-tinuum states. One of these couplings is the RDDI between the two neighbouringatoms. We presented an analytical calculation of the RDDI and showed thatit agrees very well with a numerical integration of the RDDI using the exactdispersion relation for the dielectric host.With the analytical expressions for the couplings, the set of equations for thetwo atoms was solved and we investigated the amplitudes of the two atoms inthe time domain. Although the atoms are coupled to a dissipative environment,we found population trapping and beating in the long time limit for a widerange of parameters.We have also calculated the photonic population distributions for one and twoatoms, respectively, and found that the location of the peaks of the distributionsis mainly determined by the mode structure and not as is usually the case, bythe location of the poles of the coupled system in the complex plane. Further-more we found, not surprisingly, that the mode structure acts as a frequency�lter and e�ectively cuts o� frequencies in the photon distribution below theband edge.
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Chapter IVStrongly non-Lorentzian emission spectra in aradiative cascadeWe investigate the spectrum for an atomic ladder system where one transitionis coupled near-resonantly to the edge of a photonic band gap and the othertransition is coupled to a at background of radiation modes. The correspondingemission spectra are strongly non-Lorentzian.4.1 IntroductionThe interaction of simple atomic systems with strongly modi�ed radiation reser-voirs is a topic of much current interest [1]-[5],[32, 33], [46]-[56], motivated inpart by the prospect of a new class of phenomena in quantum optics predictedin connection with the novel and unusual properties of PBG materials [10, 11]and in part by the intrinsic interest in new types of e�ects not amenable tostandard techniques. One such e�ect was identi�ed in the last chapter; namelyfor an atom located inside a photonic band gap material and with a transitionfrequency in the photonic band gap, the spontaneous decay is strongly modi�edto the extent of being turned o� for atomic transition frequencies su�ciently farinside the band gap resulting in a \photon-atom bound state" [31] reecting thefact that a photonic wavepacket remains localized at the site of the atom. Butthis very property of localization due to the perfect reectivity of the inside ofthe PBG material, makes its direct observation di�cult since the photon doesnot leave the material.It is then necessary to explore arrangements through which the probing of thesefeatures is possible. Such arrangements, intended to probe the strong couplingof two systems and most notably atom and radiation, are a major domain of in-terest in quantum optics. They acquire, however, a qualitatively di�erent levelof complexity when applied to non-standard reservoirs. It is the purpose ofthis chapter to present an arrangement for the probing of a photon-atom boundstate through the well-known three-level ladder system and to show the unusualbehavior it exhibits in this context. Related to the work presented here is the47



48 Strongly non-Lorentzian emission spectra. . .j1i
j3ij2iFigure 4.1: The atomic level schemepaper of John and Quang [32] in which they investigate the emission spectrumof a Lambda system where one transition is coupled to the edge of a PBG andthe other to a at background of radiation modes.The system considered in this chapter is depicted in Fig. 4.1 and it representsthree atomic states capable of cascade dipole transitions j1i ! j2i ! j3i andis assumed to be initially in state j1i. The transition frequencies of the twotransitions are assumed to be very di�erent which means that the transitionsare e�ectively coupled to independent reservoirs. One transition is coupled to aat background of radiation modes yielding the usual exponential decay whilethe other is coupled near-resonantly to the edge of a photonic band gap andthus experiences a rapidly varying density of modes. We investigate the casewhere the upper transition of the ladder is coupled to a PBG as well as the casewhere the lower transition is coupled to the unusual reservoir.In free space, the spectrum for the photon emitted on the upper transition inthe radiative cascade would be a Lorentzian with a width which is the sumof the decay widths of the two upper atomic levels. In other words: Observingonly the �rst photon in a radiative cascade provides information about the lowerlevel in the transition. In the present context, however, when the frequency ofthe lower transition is near the edge of the band gap, the respective levels arecoupled to an unusual reservoir whose inuence is reected in the spectrum ofthe upper transition.4.2 The systemWe consider a three-level atom as depicted in Fig. 4.1, with the states j1i; j2i; j3i.Neglecting the zero point energies of the �eld modes and performing the rotatingwave approximation (RWA) for the interaction term, the Hamiltonian for this



4.3. Spectrum 49system reads (~ = 1) H = H0 + V (4.1)with H0 = !1�11 + !2�22 +X� !�ay�a� +X� !�by�b� (4.2)and V = iX� g�(ay��21 � a��12) + iX� g�(by��32 � b��23) (4.3)where a; ay(b; by) are the creation and annihilation operators of the two reservoirsand the atomic operators are given by �ij = jiihjj with i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g.We denote by D(!�) and D(!) the spectral response of the upper and lowertransition, respectively. As we noted in the paragraph after Eq. (3.33), thee�ective mass dispersion relation Eq. (2.29) corresponds to a spectral responsegiven by D(!�) � Z d
��(!�)jg�j2 = C� �(!� � !e)p!� � !e (4.4)where C = d2k20!e=(4��0pA) is the e�ective coupling with d the atomic dipolemoment and the integration in Eq. (4.4) runs over the 4� solid angle.The relevant states for the system under consideration arejai = j1; 0; 0i (4.5)jbi = j2; 1�; 0i (4.6)jci = j3; 1�; 1i (4.7)where 1 and 1� denote photons in the two radiation reservoirs.4.3 SpectrumWith the system initially in the state jai, the resolvent operator equations read(z � !a)Gaa = 1 +Xb VabGba (4.8)(z � !b)Gba = VbaGaa +Xc VbcGca (4.9)(z � !c)Gca = VbcGba (4.10)where !a = !13, !b = !21 + !� and !c = !� + ! .The total wavefunction j	(t)i in time domain readsj	(t)i = Uaa(t)jai+X� Uba(t)jbi+X�; Uca(t)jci (4.11)



50 Strongly non-Lorentzian emission spectra. . .where the amplitudes Uia(t) (i 2 fa; b; cg) are obtained by performing the in-version integral Uia(t) = 12�i Z �1+i�1+i� Gia(z)e�iztdz (4.12)The quantity of interest is the emission spectrum which is the population in thereservoir mode !� in the long time limitS(!�) =Xi jh1�; ij	(t)ij2 (4.13)where i is short hand notation for all other quantum numbers.4.3.1 Lower transition coupled to PBGLet us consider �rst the case where the lower atomic transition j2i ! j3i iscoupled near-resonantly to the edge of the PBG.Eliminating the continuum amplitude Gba and Gca, we �nd for Gaa and Gba,respectively (z � !a)Gaa = 1 +Xb jVbaj2z � !bGaa (4.14)(z � !b)Gba = VbaGaa +Xc jVbcj2z � !cGba (4.15)The continuum involved in the summation over b-states is assumed to be smoothwhich validates the usual Markov approximationXb jVbaj2z � !b = �� i�=2 (4.16)The summation over c states is performed using the e�ective mass approxima-tion Eq (2.29), which when turning the summation into an integral yieldsXc jVbcj2z � !c = �iCpz � !e � !� (4.17)Inserting these expressions for the coupling, we �nd for the amplitude Gba,Gba = Vbaz � !a + i�=2 1z � !b + iCpz�!e�!� (4.18)which can be cast in the formGba = Vbapz � !e � !�z � !a + i�=2 (z � !b)pz � !e � !� � iC(z � z+)(z � z�)(z � z0)



4.3. Spectrum 51where z�; z0 are the roots of the polynomial (z�!b)2(z�!e�!�)+C2 de�nedsuch that z0 is the purely real root and z+; z� have a positive and negativeimaginary part, respectively. For an atomic transition frequency !23 far insidethe band gap, all three roots are purely real.Since !b = !23+!�, it is clear that all three roots contain a common factor !�.For later convenience we introduce the roots �z0;� corresponding to an interactionpicture rotating at !b i.e. �z0;� = z0;� � !b.When the amplitude Gba is inverted to time domain, the pole z+ does notcontribute, the pole z0 is purely real and thus corresponds to a stable state i.e.the photon-atom bound state and the pole z� is complex and in time domainthis leads to damping with a rate given by the imaginary part of the pole.The expression for the continuum amplitude Gca readsGca = VcbVbaz � !c pz � !e � !�z � !a + i�=2 (z � !b)pz � !e � !� � iC(z � z+)(z � z�)(z � z0)In time domain and in the long time limit, only the two non-dissipative polescontribute and the time-dependent amplitude Uca(t) for the reservoir modehence reads Uca(t) = A exp(�i!ct) + B exp(�iz0t) (4.19)where A;B are de�ned such thatVcbVbaA = (z � !c)Gca(z)jz=!c (4.20)VcbVbaB = (z � z0)Gca(z)jz=z0 (4.21)The spectrum can now be calculated using Eq. (4.13) and since the rapidlyvarying terms A�B and B�A average out when we perform the integration overthe photon frequency ! , we �ndS(!�) = �(!�) Z d
�jUbaj2 +D(!�) Z d!D(!)[jAj2 + jBj2] (4.22)where the integration in the �rst term is over the solid angle 
� and D(!�)is the spectral response of the at continuum coupled to the upper transitionand D(! ), the spectral response of the PBG continuum coupled to the lowertransition.We should stress that the term �(!�) R d
�jUbaj2 does not appear in the ex-pression for the spectrum for a ladder system in free space since in that case allthe population is in the atomic ground state j3i in the long time limit [41].The integral over the frequency ! in Eq. (4.22) can not be calculated in theusual way applying the residue theorem due to the presence of the square rootterms. Instead the integral is calculated numerically. The results are presentedin Fig. 4.2.Let us now discuss the form of the spectrum for di�erent detunings �2 � !23�!ewith respect to the band gap edge.



52 Strongly non-Lorentzian emission spectra. . .For an atomic transition frequency far inside the gap (�2 � 0), the system re-duces to an e�ective two-level system since the transition j2i ! j3i e�ectivelybecomes energetically forbidden and the population therefore remains in thestate jbi. This means that Eq. (4.22) simpli�es toS(!�) ' �(!�) Z d
�jUbaj2 = f(!� � !12 + �z0)2 + (�2 )2 (4.23)where f = ��� �z0p�z0 + �2 � iC(�z0 � �z+)(�z0 � �z�)p�z0 + �2���2D(!�) (4.24)which has the form of a Lorentzian with a width � since the spectral responseD(!�) of the at continuum is very slowly varying. In this case the spectrumthus reduces to that found for a two-level atom in free space vacuum.For an atomic transition frequency far outside the gap i.e. �2 � 0, the photon-atom bound state disappears i.e. jUbaj2 = 0 and the dynamics on the transitionj2i ! j3i becomes that of normal exponential decay. We thus expect the spec-trum to reduce to that of a ladder system in free space namely a Lorentzianwith a linewidth which is the sum of the widths of the two upper levels.We show now that this is actually the case. The expression for the spectrumEq. (4.22) simpli�es toS(!�) ' Z d!D(!�)D(! )jAj2 (4.25)where jAj2 = (! � !e)(� � �z+)(� � �z�)(� � �z0) 1(� + ��)2 + (�=2)2 (4.26)where � = !�!23 and �� = !��!21. The main contributions to the integralcome from the poles �z+ and �� + i�=2. We can thus approximate the integralbyZ d!D(! )jAj2 ' Z 1�1 d!Cp�2�2� 1(� � �z+)(� � �z�) 1(� + ��)2 + �2=4(4.27)This integral can be calculated using the residue theorem yieldingS(!) � 1(! � !12 + �zr)2 + (� + �zi)2=4 (4.28)where �zi = Im(�z+) and �zr = Re(�z+).For an atomic transition frequency far outside the gap i.e. �2 � 0, the spectrumis thus Lorentzian with a width given by the sum of the widths of the levels j1iand j2i and a center frequency given by !12 � �zr.
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Figure 4.2: The spectrum for the �rst photon in the radiative cascade is plottedas a function of photon frequency for di�erent detunings �2 = !23 � !e withrespect to the band gap edge �2 = 10 (solid line), �2 = 1 (dotted line), �2 = �1(long-dashed line) and �2 = �10 (dot-dashed line)When the transition frequency !23 is in the vicinity of the band gap edge,the narrow band of strongly coupled modes leads to a splitting of the atomiclevel. One part of the atomic level is moved into the band gap where it isprotected from dissipation and the other part is moved into the allowed part ofthe spectrum where it can decay freely. The upper level can therefore decay totwo di�erent levels and the spectrum consequently acquires two peaks as is alsoclearly seen in Fig. 4.2. The splitting of the two peaks is a direct measure ofthe strength of the coupling of the lower transition to the photonic band gap.4.3.2 Upper transition coupled to PBGWe now investigate the case where the upper atomic transition j1i ! j2i is cou-pled near-resonantly to the edge of a photonic band gap and the lower transitionis coupled to a at background of radiation modes yielding a width � for thestate b.Eliminating as before the continuum amplitudes, we then �nd the expression



54 Strongly non-Lorentzian emission spectra. . .for the upper state amplitude GaaGaa = 1z � !a + iCpz�!e�!23+i�=2 (4.29)where the width � of the state b now enters in the expression for Gaa. Thedecay of the state b means that there is no longer a photon-atom bound statesince any population fed into state b decays to state c. It could be said that,in some sense the photon-atom bound state becomes metastable. In the longtime limit, all the population must therefore be found in state c for which theamplitude readsGca = Vcbz � !c Vbcz � !b + i�=2 1z � !a + iCpz�!e�!23+i�=2 (4.30)This expression depends on !� since !c = !� + ! .In the long time limit only the pole z = !c contributes and the amplitude Uca(t)then reads Uca = VcbVba!c � !b + i�=2 e�i!ct!c � !a + iCp!c�!e�!23+i�=2 (4.31)The spectrum for the �rst photon is then readily calculated using Eq. (4.13)and the results are presented in Fig. 4.3. For atomic transition frequenciesfar outside the gap (!12 � !e � 0), the spectrum approaches a Lorentzian.For transition frequencies closer to the band gap edge, the spectrum acquiresa divergent tail which becomes increasingly pronounced for atomic transitionfrequencies inside the gap. This is indeed an unusual e�ect in an emissionspectrum.4.4 SummaryWe have analyzed the emission spectra for a radiative cascade in which the upperor lower atomic transition is coupled near-resonantly to the edge of a photonicband gap. When the atomic transition frequency is tuned far outside the gap,we �nd the usual Lorentzian spectrum. For atomic transition frequencies in thevicinity of the band gap edge, the spectrum becomes strongly non-Lorentzianand can thus be used to experimentally probe features of the interaction ofsimple atomic systems with the strongly modi�ed radiation reservoirs inside aphotonic band gap.
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Figure 4.3: The spectrum for the �rst photon in the radiative cascade is plottedas a function of photon frequency for di�erent detunings � = !12 � !e withrespect to the band gap edge � = 0 (dashed line), � = 2 (solid line), �=5 (dot-dashed line)
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Chapter VFluorescence into at and structured radiationcontinua: An atomic density matrix without amaster equationWe investigate an atomic �-system with one transition coupled to a laser �eldand a at continuum of vacuum modes and the other transition coupled to �eldmodes near the edge of a photonic band gap. The system requires simultaneoustreatment of Markovian and non-Markovian dissipation processes, and to treatthe system dynamics, we propose a formalism based on the resolvent operatorand Monte-Carlo wavefunctions. We demonstrate that the exact results ob-tained from this formalism are not in accordance with the results obtained froma non-Markovian master equation obtained by applying only the Born approx-imation thus demonstrating the invalidity of the Born approximation. Finally,we present results relevant to the experimental characterization of a structuredcontinuum.5.1 IntroductionWith the advent of PBG materials and dispersive media, the mode structureof the electromagnetic �eld can be tailored in a controllable fashion providingfor instance band gaps or defect modes of various forms [10, 11]. The rapidlyvarying mode structure in the radiation reservoir invalidates the Born-Markovapproximations normally employed for a simple quantum system like an atomwhen this is located inside a PBG-material with transition frequency near theedge of the gap. The reservoir degrees of freedom are thus not easily elimi-nated to derive a master equation for the reduced system dynamics. The mainbody [32, 33, 1, 2] of theoretical works on atomic interactions within PBG ma-terials has therefore addressed the unitary dynamics in terms of the completeatom(s)+�eld wavefunctions.In this chapter, we address a �-system with one laser-driven transition experi-encing a at vacuum without structure and the frequency of the other transition57



58 Fluorescence into at and structured radiation continua. . .jbi jci!L !ejaiFigure 5.1: Level schemenear the edge of a PBG. A unitary wavefunction dynamics is incompatible withthe treatment of the atomic uorescence on the \free"-space transition, and wemust seek a way to apply the simple Markovian properties of this process in thesolution of the complete problem. A formulation in terms of Monte-Carlo wavefunctions (MCWF) turns out to be particularly useful for this purpose. Thismethod then also suggests itself as a means of solving other problems emerging inthe overlapping domain of quantum optics, semiconductors and nano-structureswhere dissipation of Markovian and non-Markovian character may co-exist. Fur-thermore, our work establishes an application of the MCWF treatment whichgoes beyond its conventional correspondence with Born-Markov master equa-tions.The �-system is interesting from an experimental point of view since atomsmay be present in their ground state in the dielectric host, and the dynamics ofthe interaction with the �eld modes in the vicinity of the gap may be studiedwhen the laser excitation on the \free"-space transition is turned on. In partialanalogy with the shelving scheme technique we note that the uorescence signalon the \free"-space transition may serve as to probe details of the interactionbetween the atom and the �eld modes in the PBG material.5.2 The modelWe consider a three-level atom with two lower levels jai and jci coupled bythe electric dipole coupling to a common excited level jbi, see Fig. 5.1. Onthe jai $ jbi transition we apply a laser �eld, and the atom may decay byspontaneous emission due to the coupling to a at radiation reservoir. Thetransition jbi ! jci is accompanied by the emission of a photon with frequencyin the vicinity of the photonic band gap edge, and this atomic transition issigni�cantly modi�ed by the presence of the dielectric host.



5.3. Monte-Carlo wave functions 59Neglecting the zero-point energies of the �eld modes, and setting the atomicenergy levels to the values 0; ~!b and ~!c respectively, we write the Hamiltonianfor the system (~ = 1) H = H0 + V (5.1)where H0 = !b�bb + !c�cc +X� !�ay�a� +X� !�by�b� (5.2)where the interaction term in the rotating wave approximation is given byV = VR + Vpbg + VL (5.3)= iX� g�(ay��ab � a��ba) + iX� g�(by��cb � b��bc)+igL(�bae�i!Lt � �abei!Lt) (5.4)where VR and Vpbg denote the couplings to the at and the PBG-reservoirs,respectively and VL is the laser coupling, �ij denote atomic dyadic operatorsjiihjj with i; j 2 fa; b; cg; a�; b� are the �eld annihilation operators of the atvacuum and PBG vacuum, respectively, and the laser �eld is represented by asemiclassical c-number �eld. We assume that the coupling to the at continuummay be treated by perturbation theory in the usual way, i.e. an energy shift(Lamb shift) and a decay rate  may be attributed to the excited state jbi. TheLamb shift is assumed incorporated in the atomic energy !b in Eq. (5.1), andthe decay rate describes an incoherent transition mechanism by which atoms inthe excited state jbi decay to the ground state jai. We shall incorporate thedecay mechanism by an e�ective non-hermitian Hamiltonian He�He� = !b�bb + !c�cc +X� !�by�b� + iX� g�(by��cb � b��bc)+igL(�bae�i!Lt � �abei!Lt) � i2 �bb (5.5)In the next section, we identify the wave function evolution governed by thisHamiltonian, and next, by appealing to the Monte Carlo wave function formal-ism we shall obtain the exact evolution of the atomic system. In section 5.4, wederive a non-Markovian master equation applying only the Born approximationand compare the resulting dynamics to the exact dynamics obtained from theMonte-Carlo wave function treatment.5.3 Monte-Carlo wave functionsWith the system initially in the lower state a, the resolvent operator equationsread (z � 0)Gaa(z) = 1 + VabGba(z + !L)



60 Fluorescence into at and structured radiation continua. . .(z � !�)Gc�a(z) = Vc�bGba(z) (5.6)(z � !b + i2 )Gba(z) = VbaGaa(z � !L) +X� Vbc�Gc�a(z)where Vab = gL and the amplitudes Gc�a(z) pertain to the PBG-continuumstates jci
 j1�i. Using Eq. (2.29) in the summation over continuum modes andturning the summation into an integral, we get(z � !b + i=2)Gba(z) = VbaGaa(z � !L)� iCpz � !e � !caGba(z);where the e�ective dipole coupling to the mode structure is given by C =d2k20!e=(4�"0pA) [2], with d the atomic dipole moment on the b$ c transition.Solving these coupled, algebraic equations for Gaa and Gba, we �ndGaa(z) = (z � !b + i=2) + iC=pz � !e � !ca(z � !L)[(z � !b + i=2) + iC=pz � !e � !ca]� jVabj2 (5.7)Gba(z) = Vba(z � !L)[(z � !b + i=2) + iC=pz � !e � !ca]� jVbaj2 (5.8)The dynamics of the system is obtained by inverting the amplitudes to timedomain by means of the inversion integral for the time evolution operator. Dueto the high order of the polynomial of z in the denominator and the presenceof the square root terms in Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), it is not easy to apply theresidue theorem and thus to obtain the amplitudes in time domain analytically.Instead we compute the two inversion integrals numerically. This integration isstraightforward, and the calculation yields for example the populations of theinitial ground state jai and of the excited atomic state jbi as functions of time,�0a(t) = jUaa(t)j2; �0b (t) = jUba(t)j2. We keep track of the norm P (t) of the wavefunction, noting that it changes only due to the imaginary part of the excitedstate energy, and hence @P@t jloss = ��0b (t) (5.9)which in integrated form readsP (t) = 1�  Z t0 dt0�0b (t0); (5.10)In Fig. 5.2 we show an example of the relevant time dependent quantitiesP (t); �0a(t) and �0b(t). From the �gure, it is evident that the populations inthe states jai and jbi approach zero after a transient evolution. There is, how-ever, a substantial part of the population (P (1) � 20%) which is not lost byuorescence on the free-space transition. This population is transferred to theatomic state jci associated with the PBG-continuum, and at any time we have�0c (t) = P (t)� �0a(t)� �0b(t).
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Figure 5.2: The populations �0a(t) (dashed line), �0b (t) (solid line) and the normP (t) (dotted line) are plotted as functions of time. The parameters chosen are:C2=3 = =3; Vab = ; !e = !b.The spontaneous decay on the jbi ! jai transition was treated only as a lossmechanism for the excited state amplitude, but the atoms are incoherently fedback in the ground state jai, and from here they are re-excited by the laser. Ina density matrix formulation, when tracing over the resulting di�erent photonnumber states of the at reservoir, the elimination of the PBG-modes would beexceedingly di�cult, if possible at all.It has been shown that dissipative problems in quantum mechanics may besolved by stochastic wave function equations as an alternative to master equa-tions [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. In the \quantum jump" scheme, one propagates statevectors according to a non-hermitian Hamiltonian, and at certain instants oftime, chosen according to a random process, this propagation is interrupted byquantum jump projections of the state vectors (see [62] for a recent review).In the formulations of the method so far, the continuously propagated statevector is described as the solution of a Schr�odinger equation, but, the atomicpopulations �0i (t) identi�ed after elimination of the PBG reservoir above maybe applied just as well for the construction of the atomic density matrix.The function P (t) is the norm of the no-jump state vector [60] and consequentlythe probability that a photon has not been registered in the at reservoir at time



62 Fluorescence into at and structured radiation continua. . .t.The ensemble averaged populations can be found by solution of integral equa-tions: The population of an atomic state �i(t) is a sum of a term representingthe population given that the atom has not decayed and a term representingthe population given that the latest jump occurred at time t0,�i(t) = �0i (t) + Z t0 dt0�b(t0)�0i (t� t0): (5.11)Note that �0i (t� t0) = �0i (t� t0)=P (t� t0) �P (t� t0) provides the given normal-ized population with the appropiate no-jump weight-factor. Eq.(5.11) must besolved for �b(t) �rst, e.g. by a Laplace transform: �b(z) = �0b(z)=(1 � �0b (z)),and one may subsequently obtain the other populations (see also [63]).The populations can of course also be found by simulations. In a single tra-jectory one considers the normalized populations �i(t) = �0i (t)=P (t) (and otherdensity matrix elements if necessary), until a jump occurs when P (t) equals arandom number " chosen uniformly on the interval betwen zero and unity. Thequantum jump puts the atom in the state jai, and from here the evolution startsover again. In Fig. 5.3, we plot �a(t) and �b(t) obtained by an average of 104stochastic wave functions for the same parameters as used in Fig. 5.2.Let us comment on the atomic dynamics obtained in Fig. 5.3. After an initialtransient evolution, the populations �a;b(t) approach zero in a non-exponentialway. The uorescence signal on the jbi ! jai transition thus vanishes as opposedto the case of a two-level atom in free space. In the simulations we note thatno jump will occur if the random number " is smaller than P (1). When thisvalue is non-zero, each realization only exhibits a limited number of jumps sinceeventually the value chosen for " will be smaller than P (1). The probabilityof having exactly k photon emissions (jumps) in a given simulated trajectoryis (1� P (1))kP (1), and the mean number of photons �n emitted per atom isthus �n = 1Xk=0kP (1)(1� P (1))k = P (1)�1 � 1 (5.12)P (1) can be calculated in the following way: The amplitude Uc�a(t) is theinverse Laplace transform ofGc�a = Vc�bGba=(z � !�) (5.13)In the long time-limit only the pole z = !� contributes and the Residue Theoremcan thus be applied to the inversion integral for Gc�a to yieldUc�a(t) = Vc�bGba(!�)e�i!�t (5.14)and since P (1) = �0c (1) we �ndP (1) =X� jVc�bGba(!�)j2
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Figure 5.3: The populations �a(t) (dashed line) and �b(t) (solid line) are plottedas functions of time. The parameters chosen are the same as in Fig. 2. Thecurves are averaged over 104 trajectories.The summation over modes can be turned into an integral, which is calculatednumerically.For a �-system in free space with a branching of the decay from the upperstate, there will also be a �nite number of uorescence photons emitted on thelaser driven transition, corresponding to P (1) = 0=(+0) with ; 0 being thedecay rates of state jbi to the states jai and jci respectively, and the total numberof uorescence photons on the jbi ! jai transition is thus independent of theparameters of the driving �eld for a �-system in free space. This is di�erent inour case, as seen in Fig. 5.4, where P (1) and the mean number of uorescencephotons emitted on the free space transition are plotted as functions of the laserdetuning from the PBG edge for di�erent choices of the laser coupling. For arather weak laser coupling, the transition to the atomic state jci is a Raman-process which is strongly suppressed when the laser is tuned below the bandgap edge since there are then no resonant PBG-modes for the Stokes photon.A stronger laser coupling leads to an Autler-Townes splitting of level jbi andpopulation is then transferred to the PBG-continuum by a higher order process,removing the step-like character of P (1). The uorescence signal may hence
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5.4. A master equation in the Born-approximation 65obeys the equation of motionddt�T = 1i [V (t); �T (t)] (5.15)where V is the interaction term given by Eq. (5.4) and we have transformedto an interaction picture rotating at frequency !ba thus eliminating the freeenergies in H0. By a formal integration of Eq. (5.15), we �ndddt�T = 1i [VL(t); �T (t)]+1i [VR(t) + Vpbg(t); �T (0) + 1i Z t0 dt0[V (t0); �T (t0)]] (5.16)To proceed, we apply the Born-approximation which asserts that correlationsbetween the atom and the reservoirs can be neglected i.e.�T (t) = �A(t)
 �PBG 
 �R (5.17)where �(t) is the atomic density operator and �R; �PBG are the density operatorsfor the at and the PBG reservoirs, respectively. We further assume that thereservoirs are in thermal equilibrium i.e. all o�-diagonal elements are zero andthat there are no thermal photons in the reservoirs.Following the usual steps [64, 41] we �nd the following equation of motion forthe atomic density operator �.ddt� = 1i [VL(t); �] + 2 [2�ba��ab � �bb� � ��bb]+X� g2� Z t0 dt0ei��(t�t0)[�cb�(t0)�bc � �(t0)�bb]+X� g2� Z t0 dt0e�i��(t�t0)[�cb�(t0)�bc � �bb�(t0)] (5.18)where the Markov-approximation has been applied to the at reservoir thusyielding the well-known Lindblad form for the spontaneous decay. The remain-ing summation over modes is a summation over the PBG-continuum. Thissummation can be performed using Eq. (3.31)X� g2�ei��(t�t0) = Cei(!e�!bc)(t�t0)+i�=4p�pt� t0 (5.19)Inserting the expressions for the coupling to the PBG-continuum, we �nally �ndthe equation of motion for the reduced density operator [49]ddt� = 1i [VL(t); �] + 2 [2�ba��ab � �bb� � ��bb]
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C2=3tFigure 5.5: The populations in state a and b are plotted as functions of time.The solid (dashed) line is the population in state a obtained by MCWF (theBorn-ME). The dot-dashed (long-dashed) curve is the population in state bobtained by MCWF (Born-ME). The parameters chosen are �bL = �be = 0,Vab=C2=3 = 1=2, =C2=3 = 0:1.+ Z t0 dt0Cei�bc(t�t0)�i�=4p�pt� t0 [�cb�(t0)�bc � �(t0)�bb]+ Z t0 dt0Ce�i�bc(t�t0)+i�=4p�pt� t0 [�cb�(t0)�bc � �bb�(t0)] (5.20)where VL(t) = igL(�bae�i(!L�!ba)t � �abei(!L�!ba)t) and �bc = !bc � !e.The non-Markovian nature of the master equation i.e. the convolution integralcomplicates a direct propagation in time domain. Transforming the equation toLaplace space, the convolution turns in to a direct product and by projectingthe density operator on the atomic states, closed analytical expressions for thevarious populations and coherences can be derived and the expression for the



5.5. Conclusions 67upper state population reads�bb(z) = 1z V 2ab(�1 + �2)z + i + � � V 2ab[2 + �=z](�1 + �2) (5.21)with � = iCpz + �be � Cpz � �be�1 = 1z + �bL + i=2 � Cpz���2 = 1z � �bL + i=2 + i Cpz+�and for the lower state�aa(s) = 1=z � (1 + �=z)�bb(s) (5.22)and the detunings are given by �bL = !ba�!L, �be = !bc�!e and � = �be��bL.The expressions are inverted to time domain by numerically evaluating theLaplace inversion integral. In Fig. 5.5, we plot the populations in state a and bas functions of time obtained by inverting Eqs. (5.21) and (5.22) to time domain.The agreement is rather poor and in particular we �nd the pathological e�ectof negative values for the probability of being in the upper state b. In Fig.5.6, we plot the population in state a as a function of time when the laser isresonant with the upper state b which is detuned inside the photonic band gap.In this case we �nd a better agreement between the exact MCWF-treatment andEqs. (5.22) but still the ME does not get the oscillation period and amplitudescompletely right. For larger detunings from the band gap edge or stronger lasercouplings, the atomic levels are removed even further from the band gap edgeinto the at part of the continuum. This will of course increase the validity ofthe ME. It is, however, also the regime where an ordinary Born-Markov masterequation becomes valid. For many purposes, the interesting domain is, however,for atomic transition frequencies in the vicinity of the band gap and for lasercouplings that do not exceed the PBG coupling and in that case, the Bornapproximation is invalidated.5.5 ConclusionsIn this chapter we investigated the dynamics of an atomic lambda-system withone transition coupled to a laser �eld and a at continuum of vacuum modesand the other transition coupled to �eld modes near the edge of a photonic bandgap. A reduced non-Markovian master equation was derived applying only theBorn-approximation.In parallel we solved the dynamics exactly using a technique involving the re-solvent operator and Monte-Carlo wave functions. Comparing the resulting
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C2=3tFigure 5.6: The population in state a is plotted as function as time. The solidcurve is obtained by MCWF and the dashed curve is obtained by inversion ofEqs. (5.22). The parameters chosen are �bL = 0, �be=C2=3 = �3, Vab = C2=3and =C2=3 = 0:1.dynamics of the two approaches we found a very poor agreement of the non-Markovian master equation with the exact results thus invalidating the use ofthe Born-approximation.The Born-approximation neglects correlations between the atom and the reser-voir modes and it may therefore not be surprising that the Born-approximationis invalidated since an atom near-resonant with a photonic band gap edge mayform a photon-atom bound state in which the correlations to the reservoir modesare essential.In conclusion we have demonstrated a technique for the solution of a problemfor which a Born-Markov master equation does not exist.The speci�c form of the structured continuum is not essential for our approach,but it is important that only one photon states of the PBG-continuum appear(a possible slow decay from state jci back to jai can only be treated if we mayassume that the photon in the PBG continuum escapes before the atom is re-excited to level jbi). The simulations and the analytical expression Eq. (5.11)are simpli�ed by the fact that all jumps put the atom in the same state. Ourformalism, however, is perfectly capable of treating more general systems with



5.5. Conclusions 69branching of the decay from state jbi to multiple states jaji. This implies thatthe index a is replaced by the set of indices aj with the corresponding enlarge-ment of the set of equations (5.6) and (5.11). The no-jump evolution and theassociated delay function, following a jump to a given level aj , are then readilycomputed.The MCWF technique has been applied to non-Markovian problems throughthe solution of Markovian master equations for enlarged model systems [65].Our situation, however, is di�erent, since without ever having a master equa-tion we have, by recourse to conditioned wave function dynamics, been able toobtain the atomic density matrix. We anticipate that by combination of theideas in ref. [65] and in this chapter a wide class of non-Markovian problemsmay become tractable.
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Chapter VISuperradiance in a structured radiation reservoirAn atomic Dicke system is coupled to a photonic band gap continuum, whichwe model by a Fano-pro�le density of states. By introduction of two pseudo-modes, a markovian master equation can be derived governing only the degreesof freedom of the atoms+the two pseudo-modes. One of the modes can be adia-batically eliminated and e�ectively we then have an atomic Dicke system coupledto a harmonic oscillator and both systems coupled to the same at continuum.We �nd that following the superradiant regime, a meta-stable state is reachedfor the atomic system. The decay of the meta-stable state is non-exponentialand we derive an analytical expression for the decay based on perturbation the-ory and trapping states identi�ed by the Monte-Carlo wavefunction method.Further, we investigate mean-value equations of motion for the operators ofthe system and discuss di�erent decorrelation approximations of the operatorexpectation values.6.1 IntroductionRecently, the interaction of one or more atoms with the strongly modi�ed radia-tion reservoir inside a photonic band gap (PBG) material [11, 10] has attractedconsiderable attention [2, 3, 4, 32, 33, 55]. A common feature of these studies isthe fact that only the zero- and one-photon parts of the reservoir Hilbert spacewere involved and consequently the atomic dynamics could be solved in termsof wave functions for the complete system atom(s)+�eld [2, 3, 4, 32, 33, 55]. Inthe more general case where several excitations of the structured continuum areinvolved, the wave function formalism becomes intractable due to multiple inte-grations over photonic continua. Ideally, we would then prefer a reduced masterequation governing only the dynamics of the atoms. It does not, however, seempossible to derive a master equation since the Born-Markov approximations nor-mally applied are invalid for atomic transition frequencies close to the edge ofthe band gap. The Markov approximation assuming a \at" reservoir in thevicinity of the atomic transition frequency is obviously invalidated but also theBorn approximation which assumes that correlations between the small quan-71



72 Chapter 6. Superradiance in a structured radiation reservoirtum system and the \large" reservoir are negligible, is no longer valid.Since the standard methods thus fail, it is not evident how to treat a problemwith multiple excitations in the structured continuum. In a recent paper [46],John and Quang studied superradiance[36, 37] in a PBG and to obtain a closedset of equations of motion for the atomic operator expectation values they pro-posed a mean-�eld Ansatz to the Heisenberg picture equations of motion for theatomic operators. In this way they could obtain a closed set of non-Markovianequations of motion for the atomic operators. However, since they could notobtain a master equation they could not assess the validity of the mean-�eldAnsatz.In this chapter [5] we investigate an atomic Dicke system [36] coupled to a PBGwhich we model by a Fano-pro�le density of states. Although our model doesnot possess a full gap it nevertheless shares a number of features with a full bandgap while at the same time it lends itself to de�nitive quantitative conclusions.Due to the analyticity of the density of states, we can apply methods proposedby Imamoglu [65, 66] and Garraway [67, 68], in which a �nite number of pseudo-modes are introduced and treated on an equal footing with the atomic degrees offreedom, to obtain a Markovian master equation for the atoms+pseudo-modesand we can now study processes with multiple photon emissions into the radia-tion reservoir.Our model allows us to perform a mean-�eld approximation to the equations ofmotion for the atomic operator expectation values and the resulting dynamics iscompared to the exact results obtained by propagation of the master equation.In this way we can actually test the validity of the mean-�eld approximation.We further study the e�ects of the modi�ed radiation reservoir on superradi-ance [46, 36, 37]. When the atomic transition frequency is tuned close to theminimum in the density of states, we �nd that following the superradiant emis-sion, a meta-stable state is reached in which a signi�cant part of the excitationremains bound at the site of the atoms. This state, then, is a slowly decayingphotons-atoms bound state. The existence of such a state is in contrast to aDicke system in free space, where the atoms lose all their excitation in a super-radiant pulse to the modes of the reservoir. The decay of the meta-stable stateis non-exponential and we derive an analytical expression for the decay basedon perturbation theory and analytical expressions for trapping states identi�edby appealing to the Monte-Carlo wave function method.This chapter is organized as follows: In section 6.2, we present the model andderive a master equation for the Dicke system interacting with two pseudo-modes. One of the modes can be adiabatically eliminated and e�ectively wethen have a master equation for a Dicke system coupled to a pseudo-mode andboth systems decaying to the same at reservoir. In section 6.3, we present thedynamics of the system and �nd that a signi�cant part of the excitation remainstrapped after the superradiant regime. This is discussed in greater detail in sec-tion 6.4 and in section 6.5 we derive an analytical expression for the decay rateof the meta-stable state. In section 6.6, we derive mean-values (semi-classical)equations for the system and discuss various decorrelation approximations.
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!�


Figure 6.1: The atomic Dicke system (illustrated by the sphere) is coupled to aFano-pro�le density of modes.6.2 The modelWe study the dynamics of one or several two-level atoms identically coupled to astructured radiation reservoir which we model as a Fano pro�le as illustrated inFig. 6.1. The model Hamiltonian for the system reads in an interaction picture(~ = 1) HF = !21Jz +X� !�ay�a� +X� g�(ay�J� + a�J+) (6.1)where ay�; a� are the creation and annihilation operators of the reservoir mode� with energy !� and coupling constantg� =r !�2"0Vq e� �d12 (6.2)Here d12 is the atomic dipole moment, Vq the quantization volume and e�the polarization vector. The macroscopic atomic inversion and dipole opera-tors Jz; J+; J� are de�ned by J+ = Pi j2iiih1j, J� = Pi j1iiih2j and Jz =Pi(j2iiih2j � j1iiih1j) where j2ii; j1ii are the upper and lower levels of atomi, respectively and !21 is the atomic transition frequency. The atomic oper-ators obey the commutation relations of angular momenta: [J+; J�] = 2Jz,[Jz; J+] = J+ etc., and the atomic product state can thus be represented by theso-called Dicke states jjmi, where j = N=2 with N being the number of atomsand m 2 [�j : j] is a measure of the number of atomic excitations.The structure of the continuum enters through the summation over modes in



74 Chapter 6. Superradiance in a structured radiation reservoirthe interaction term. We model the structure of the continuum as a Fano pro�leand the density of states thus reads�(!) = f(! � !c)2 + (�=2)2 (q + ! � !c)2(! � !c)2 + (=2)2 ; (6.3)where  and q are parameters describing the structure of the continuum. TheLorentzian of width � (�� ; q) ensures that the density of states is normaliz-able such that Z 1�1 d!�(!) = 2� (6.4)which determines the value of the normalization constant ff =  + �4q2=� + 1 (6.5)The density of states is zero at frequency ! = !c�q. Since the density of statesis zero in a point and not in an interval, we expect aspects such as populationtrapping to be very sensitive with respect to the detuning from !c.Strictly speaking, Eq. (6.3) does not represent a Fano-pro�le due to the presenceof the extra Lorentzian but in the following calculations, we investigate thedynamics of the system in the limit � � 
; q;  and e�ectively the atoms arethen coupled to a radiation reservoir with a Fano-pro�le.6.2.1 Pseudo-mode descriptionTo derive a master equation we replace summations over modes by integrationsX g2� ! 
22� Z d!�(!) (6.6)where 
 contains the atomic dipole and we apply the method developed byImamoglu and Garraway [65, 67, 68] in which pseudo-modes are introducedto model the structures in the continuum. For a density of states which isnormalizable and only contains poles in the lower half of the complex plane, theidea is to introduce a pseudo-mode associated with each pole. The poles of thedensity of states Eq. (6.3) located in the lower half of the complex plane are! = !c�i=2 and ! = !c�i�=2 and the coupling strengths between the atomicDicke system and the pseudo-modes are determined by the formalism in Ref.[67]. The e�ect of the structured continuum on the atomic dynamics can thusbe represented by two coupled pseudo-modes both coupled to the atoms. Thesystem is described by the HamiltonianW = !21Jz + !cay1a1 + !cay2a2+V12(a2ay1 + ay2a1) + g2(J+a2 + J�ay2) + g1(ay1J� + a1J+) (6.7)
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V12g2

g1
�2Figure 6.2: The radiation reservoir with a Fano-pro�le density of modes can beeliminated by introduction of two pseudo-modes coupled to the Dicke system asdepicted above.where V12 = p�=2 (6.8)g1 = 
qs 1q2 + �=4 (6.9)g2 = 
2s 1q2=� + 1=4 (6.10)and is depicted in Fig. 6.2. The pseudo-mode 2 is damped, and the atoms (andthe pseudo-mode 1) only experience dissipation via the coupling to this mode.The master equation for the coupled system reads_� = 1i [W; �] + �22 [2a2�ay2 � ay2a2�� �ay2a2] (6.11)where �2 = �+  (6.12)



76 Chapter 6. Superradiance in a structured radiation reservoir6.2.2 Adiabatic elimination of strongly damped modeTo ensure that the density of states is normalizable, we multiplied it with aLorentzian of width �. If � is much larger than the other couplings 
; ; q en-tering the problem, the dynamics of the pseudo-mode 2 is strongly damped andthe mode can be adiabatically eliminated. Consequently we need only considerthe zero and one-photon components of mode 2. Retaining these componentsand tracing over mode 2, the following master equation is derived_� = 1i [W 0; �] + 2�[2S��S+ � S+S�� � �S+S�] (6.13)where W 0 = �Jz + g1(ayJ� + aJ+) (6.14)and we have transformed the master equation to an interaction picture rotatingat frequency !c. Thus � = !21 � !c and we have introduced the operator S�given by S� = V12a+ g2J� (6.15)E�ectively, the adiabatic elimination leaves us with an atomic system coupledto a harmonic oscillator and both systems coupled directly to the same atreservoir.Since we are left with a system with only one oscillator mode, the index 2 onthe decay rate � has been omitted and the index 1 has been omitted on theannihilation and creation operators of the �eld mode.Starting from a structured reservoir where the usual Born-Markov approxima-tions are invalid, we have thus derived a master equation. In order to make thismaster equation Markovian, it was necessary to introduce two pseudo-modes.This is, however, a small complication compared to the bene�ts of having aMarkovian instead of a non-Markovian master equation.6.3 DynamicsThe dynamics of the coupled system consisting of Dicke states+pseudo-mode isobtained by propagation of the master equation Eq. (6.13) from which we canalso determine the evolution of all operators of the system. An alternative butequivalent approach is to apply Monte-Carlo wave functions [58, 59, 57, 60, 62].To this end we propagate the wave function j i of the system using the e�ectivenon-hermitian HamiltonianHe� = �Jz + g1(ayJ� + aJ+)� 2i� S+S� (6.16)interrupted by quantum jumps with the jump operator q 2�S�. The non-hermiticity of the e�ective Hamiltonian He� implies that the norm of the wave



6.3. Dynamics 77function is not conserved, and the quantum jumps occur when k k2 = " where" 2 [0 : 1] is chosen stochastically. In each jump event, the system loses anexcitation and the post-jump wave function j i is given byj i ! S�j i=kS�j ik (6.17)The denominator ensures that the post-jump wave function is normalized anda new random value is chosen for " which determines the occurence of thesubsequent quantum jump. The results are averaged over a large number ofindependent realizations.In the following, it will be convenient to refer to subspaces containing stateswith the same number of excitations. We refer to these subspaces as layers andto characterize the layers, we introduce the quantum number k = m+n where mis a Dicke state atomic quantum number and n is the number of photons in thepseudo-mode. One layer thus consists of all product states jm;ni � jjmi 
 jnifor which m + n assumes the same value. The e�ect of a jump is to move thedynamics of the system from layer k to layer k � 1.Between jumps the dynamics is determined by the e�ective Hamiltonian Eq.(6.16) and since it only couples states with the same number of excitations,only states within the same layer are coupled. If in addition the system beinitially in a state with a speci�c number of excitations i.e. within one layer,the state of the system at any later instant is also restricted to just one layer.This means that at any instant of a simulation we only have to propagate wavefunction amplitudes corresponding to the number of states within a single layer.It also proves convenient to view the dynamics of the system from a wave func-tion point of view when we discuss population trapping and dynamics in thelong time limit.We shall now present the evolution of the system determined by propagation ofMonte-Carlo wave functions.In Fig. 6.3, the atomic inversion is plotted as function of time for various valuesof the atomic detuning from the pseudo-mode frequency � = !21 � !c. Fromthe �gure we �nd that the short-time dynamics is superradiant for all detun-ings. When the detuning is large and positive (the dot-dashed) curve, we �nda dynamics which resembles that of a superradiant system in free space. How-ever, for smaller and negative detunings, the superradiant behavior is turnedo� before the Dicke system has lost all its excitation. For those detunings theDicke system reaches a meta-stable state in which a signi�cant part of the ex-citation remains bound at the atoms. In particular, we �nd that the detuning� = �p2j + 1g1 yields a very slowly decaying state and we return in section 6.5to a discussion of this result. For larger, negative detunings (the solid curve),the meta-stable state disappears again.The atomic Dicke system is coupled to a Fano-pro�le density of modes. Whenthe atomic system is tuned close to a minimum in the density of modes, theatomic decay must be suppressed since the atomic decay according to Wigner-Weisskopf theory is proportional to the local density of modes of the reservoir.This actually served as a motivation for studying this particular choice for the
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Figure 6.3: The atomic inversion hJzi is plotted as function of time for variousdetunings � = !21� !c. � = �4g2 (solid curve), � = �p2j + 1g1(� �2:82g2)(dotted curve), � = �g2 (dashed curve), � = 0 (long-dashed curve) and � = 4(dot-dashed curve). The parameters chosen are g1=g2 = 0:2, V12=g2 = p2j + 1,�=g2 = 101 and j = 100. The curves are obtained by simulation of the masterequation and averaged over 100 trajectories.density of modes.We can also explain the meta-stable state in terms of the pseudo-mode pic-ture: From the master equation Eq. (6.13), we �nd that the atoms and thepseudo-mode are coupled to the same at reservoir (through the operator S�).This implies interference because whenever we detect a photon emitted fromthis system, we can not tell whether this photon was emitted from the atomsor from the pseudo-mode. The photon in the continuum thus represents a �nalstate reached through two di�erent paths. In this picture, the meta-stable stateis thus due to a quantum interference between the atoms and the pseudo-mode.The sensitive behavior of the inversion on the detuning has also been found forsingle atom dynamics in other models of PBG-reservoirs [32, 33, 67, 68, 69].



6.4. Population trapping 796.4 Population trappingIn the previous section, we presented numerical results for the dynamics of thesystem. For a wide range of parameters, we found that the system after asuperradiant regime reaches a meta-stable state in which a signi�cant part ofthe excitation remains bound at the atoms. This is a feature that our modelshares with PBG models previously studied [32, 33, 46, 67, 68, 69].We now address this behavior and in the next section we derive an analyticalexpression for the decay rate in the long-time limit. But as a �rst step, we showin this section the existence of a trapping state within each layer which is anexact eigenstate of the dissipative part of the Hamiltonian with eigenvalue zero.A non-trivial state jk0i obeying S�jk0i = 0 can be expanded in the productstate basis, jm;ni, as jk0i = Pm ckmjm; k � mi where k is the number of thelayer and n = k �m, and we thus �ndS�jk0i = Xm ckm hV12pk �mjm; k�m � 1i+ g2 pj(j + 1)�m(m � 1)jm� 1; k�mii (6.18)Coe�cients of each state must vanish which provides the following recursiverelation 0 = ckmV12pk �m + ckm+1g2pj(j + 1)�m(m + 1) (6.19)from which the amplitudes of the trapping state can be determined.Squaring the amplitudes of the recursion relation, we �ndjckm+1j2 = V 212g22 k �mj(j + 1)�m(m + 1) jckmj2 (6.20)and we derive a closed expression for the population in the m'th leveljckmj2 = �V12g2 �2p (k + j)!(2j � p)!(k + j � p)!2j!p!jck�jj2 (6.21)where p = m + j and where jck�jj2 serves as a normalization constant.6.4.1 Analytical approximation to the atomic population distributionAlthough Eq. (6.21) is exact, it is not very transparent. Instead, we shallderive a gaussian approximation to Eq. (6.21). If the population distributionhas a symmetric peak at m = �m, the distribution must assume the same valuein points located symmetrically around the peak. Under this assumption, weapply Eq. (6.20) for non-integer values of m and �nd �m by solving the equation1 = jck�m+1=2j2jck�m�1=2j2 = V 212g22 k � �m� 1=2j(j + 1)� ( �m� 1=2)( �m+ 1=2) (6.22)



80 Chapter 6. Superradiance in a structured radiation reservoirTo ensure a comparable signi�cance of the atomic and pseudo-mode contribu-tions to S�, we now assume a �xed relationship between V12 and g2 namelyV12 = p2j + 1g2. With this choice we obtain�m = j + 1=2�p(2j + 1)(j � k) (6.23)We further assume that the population distribution can be approximated by agaussian jckmj2 ' 1p�be�(m� �m)2=b2 (6.24)The ratio of subsequent populations obtained from the gaussian approximationreads jckm+1j2jckmj2 = e�(2(m� �m)+1)=b2 ' 1� 2(m � �m) + 1b2 (6.25)for m ' �m.Comparing this expression with the recursion relation Eq. (6.20), we identifythe width as1b2 = 12 � 1k � �m + 1=2 � 1j � �m + 1=2 + 1j + �m+ 1=2� (6.26)In Fig. 6.4, we have plotted Eqs. (6.21) and (6.24) as functions of m fora �xed value of the number of excitations in order to estimate the validity ofthe gaussian approximation. A very good agreement is found. In the following,we use Eq. (6.24) with a width given by (6.26) and extend the integrationlimits to �1, when we calculate moments of the distribution. This is a validapproximation provided the number of excitations left in the system is not toolow (> 10) because if that is the case, the tails of the distribution fall outsidethe allowed region of m values. We also note that the gaussian approximationdoes not work too well when the number of excitations approaches the numberof atoms i.e. full excitation. In that case, the trapping state has most of theexcitation on the atoms which means that the distribution can not be wellapproximated by a gaussian. When k = j, we �nd �m = j+1=2 according to Eq.(6.23) which obviously is not a valid result. This is, however, not particularlyworrying since the gaussian approximation to the exact distribution is very goodin the domain of interest.6.5 Decay rate in the long time limitIn this section we derive an analytical expression for the decay rate of thetotal number of excitations in the long time limit based on perturbation theoryand the gaussian expression for the population distribution we found in the
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Figure 6.4: The exact atomic population (solid line) is plotted as a function ofm. The dotted line is the gaussian approximation. The parameters chosen arej = 50, k = 0.previous section. For that purpose, it proves convenient to rewrite the e�ectiveHamiltonian as He� = H0 + V (6.27)with H0 = (R� 2i� )S+S� � g1p2j + 1Nex (6.28)V = �Jz + g1p2j + 1(j + Jz)2 (6.29)where we have introduced the coupling parameter R = g1V12g2 and the operatorNex = Jz + aya+ j which is diagonal within each layer.The trapping states given by Eq. (6.19) are exact eigenstates of the H0 operatorgiven by Eq. (6.28) and in particular eigenstates of the dissipative part of theHamiltonian with eigenvalue zero. However, since the trapping states are noteigenstates of the operator V given by Eq. (6.29), this part of the Hamiltonianrotates the di�erent components of the state at slightly di�erent frequenciesthereby destroying the trapping e�ect.



82 Chapter 6. Superradiance in a structured radiation reservoirWe note that when the system contains only a few excitations, V becomesnegligible since then (j + Jz)jjmi � 0.In Fig. 6.3 we plotted the atomic inversion as a function of time and for thedetuning � = �p2j + 1g1 we found that the superradiant phase of the emissionceased at hJzi � 0 followed by an extraordinarily slow decay of the atomicinversion. We note that for this particular choice of the detuning, the linearterms in Jz in Eq. (6.29) are eliminated and the operator V hence only containsquadratic terms in Jz which give rise to a very small contribution when hJzi � 0.We approximate the state of the system in the long time limit as a trappingstate+a correction. Applying time independent perturbation theory, we �ndthat the �rst order correction jk10i to the population trapping state jk0i is givenby [70] jk10i = �E0 �H0V jk0i (6.30)where � is a projection operator, projecting on all other states than the popu-lation trapping state.The projection operator � can of course be expanded in any basis. However,since the exact population distribution is well approximated by a gaussian cen-tered at �m, we choose to expand � in a basis of superposition states jkii, i 6= 0,with amplitudes corresponding to eigenstates of a harmonic oscillator with po-sition variable x = m � �m for integer values of m. The amplitudes of the �rstexcited state jk1i of this �ctitious oscillator for instance are then apart from anormalization factor given by dm = (m � �m)ckm and the projection operator �can be expanded as � =P1i=1 jkiihkij where jkii is the i'th harmonic oscillatoreigenstate centered at �m.We are interested in the decay rate of the total number of excitations of thesystem, which is given by k = 4� h jS+S�j i (6.31)where we take j i = jk0i + jk10i, and since S�jk0i = 0, we �ndk = 4� hk10jS+S�jk10i (6.32)The matrix element on the right hand side yieldshk10jS+S�jk10i = Xi ����hkij VE0 �H0 jk0i����2 hkijS+S�jkii (6.33)To calculate the matrix elements involved we use the gaussian approximationEq. (6.24) to the exact distribution and extend the integration limits to �1.The resulting gaussian integrals are readily computed and �nally, inserting allthe matrix elements, we �nd that the dominant contribution to the decay rate
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Figure 6.5: The decay rate k for the total number of excitations is plotted inunits of g2 as a function of k for two di�erent values of the detuning. The solidline has � = �4g2, and the long-dashed line has � = �p2j + 1g1(� �2:82g2).The parameters chosen are: g1=g2 = 0:2, V12=g2 = p2j + 1, �=g2 = 101 andj = 100.k comes from coupling to the state jk1i i.e.k ' 4� ����hk1j VE0 �H0 jk0i����2 hk1jS+S�jk1i= 12�(j + 1� �m) b2g21(2j+1)g22 + 4g22=�2 �2g1(j + �m)p2j + 1 + ��2 (6.34)The expression was derived under the assumption that the state of the systemis in a well-de�ned layer and that the wave function of the system can be ap-proximated by a trapping state+a correction: jk0i + jk10i. We thus expect Eq.(6.34) with �m and b given by Eqs. (6.23) and (6.26) to give a good agreementwith exact calculations in the long time-limit after the superradiant phase. Aninteresting feature of Eq. (6.34) is that it predicts the onset of uorescenceafter a meta-stable state. To illustrate this, we have in Fig. 6.5 plotted k asa function of k for two di�erent values of the detuning. For these values, thedecay rate has two peaks. The left peak corresponding to almost full excitation
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Figure 6.6: The decay rate for the total number of excitations is plotted asfunction of time in units of g2. The solid line is the perturbative calculation andthe long-dashed line is the master equation calculation. The parameters chosenare � = 0, g1=g2 = 0:2, V12=g2 = p2j + 1, �=g2 = 101 and j = 100. Thecurves are obtained by simulation of the master equation and averaged over 100trajectories.(k � j) is the superradiant regime. We do not expect Eq. (6.34) to give avery good agreement with exact calculations in this domain, since Eq. (6.34)was derived under the assumption that the system evolves through a successionof trapping states. Following the superradiant regime, the decay rate for bothdetunings approaches zero for a range of k values. This corresponds to themeta-stable behavior that we observed in Fig. 6.3 because the system only veryslowly decays from layers corresponding to these values of k. When the systemhas lost a su�cient number of excitations, the trapping e�ect partly disappearsand the decay rate again assumes higher values corresponding to a faster decay.This behavior can be observed in Fig. 6.3 (solid line).We may convert the k-dependence of k to a time-dependence by insertingk(t) = haya(t)i+ hJz (t)i obtained from the master equation calculation into Eq.(6.34). In Fig. 6.6, we plot Eq. (6.34) and the excitation loss rate obtainedfrom the master equation Eq. (6.13) as functions of time.After the system has reached its meta-stable state, we �nd a very good agree-



6.6. Mean-value equations 85ment between the perturbative calculation Eq. (6.34) and the exact results.Eq. (6.34) is a key result of this chapter. In a compact form it provides a verygood description of the long-time behaviour of the dynamics for a wide rangeof parameters.6.6 Mean-value equationsThis section serves to test the results from the mean-�eld equations against theexact calculations obtained from propagation of the master equation.In the �rst decorrelation scheme that we investigate, operator products aredecorrelated and we assign non-vanishing mean values or amplitudes to theoperators a; J� i.e. hayJ�i � hayihJ�i. The second approximation decorrelatesexpectation values containing three operators like hJzayJ�i as hJzihayJ�i i.e.in such a way that the decorrelated expression contains an equal number ofraising and lowering operators and thus only couples states with the same totalnumber of excitations.6.6.1 Mean-value equations in the symmetry breaking approximationFrom the master equation (6.13), we derive the equation of motion for the atomicinversion h _Jzi = g1i �haJ+i � hayJ�i� � 4g22� hJ+J�i�2V12g2� �hJ+ai+ hayJ�i� (6.35)To �nd the time evolution of the atomic inversion, we need equations of motionfor hayJ�i and its conjugate. Their equations of motion do, however, involveyet other expectation values and the resulting hierarchy of equations can notbe solved without some approximation. The most obvious approximation is tofactorize the operator product hayJ�i � hayihJ�i and hJ+J�i � (j + hJzi)(j�hJzi + 1). The resulting equations of motion for hai; hJ+i readh _Jzi = g1i �haihJ+i � hayihJ�i�� 4g22� (j + hJzi)(j � hJzi+ 1)�2V12g2� �hJ+ihai + hayihJ�i� (6.36)h _J+i = ��i hJ+i +�2g1i + 4g2V12� � hayihJzi+V12g2� hJ+ihJzi (6.37)h _ai = �g1i � 2V12g2� � hJ�i � 2V 212� hai (6.38)Equations of motion for hJ�i and hayi are found by hermitian conjugation ofthe equations of motion for hJ+i and hai.



86 Chapter 6. Superradiance in a structured radiation reservoirAlthough appealing from a mathematical viewpoint, this approximation hassome obvious drawbacks: if the system is started from, say, the product statejm; 0i, the expectation value hayJ�i will develop a non-zero expectation value,whereas hayi; hJ�i both remain zero since their equations of motion are un-coupled from the operators with non-zero expectation values. Applying thedecorrelation approximation, we thus have to assign a non-zero initial value toat least one of the coherences. In the following we refer to these equations asmean-�eld (MF) equations.By a formal integration of the equation of motion for the pseudo-mode Eq.(6.38), we can obtain a closed set of equations for the Dicke-system involvingonly atomic operatorsh _Jzi = �g1i � 2�g2V12� hJ+(t)i Z t0 dt0e�2V 212=�(t�t0)hJ�(t0)i+h.c.� 4g22� (j + hJzi)(j � hJzi + 1) (6.39)h _J�i = �i hJ�i + hJzi �4g22� hJ�i + 2�g1i � 2g2V12� �Z t0 dt0e�2V 212=�(t�t0)hJ�(t0)i� (6.40)From a practical viewpoint, this set of equations is not an advantage, since it ismuch more straightforward to implement numerically the slightly larger set ofMarkovian di�erential equations Eqs. (6.36)-(6.38) involving the pseudo-mode.A Heisenberg equation approachStarting from the structured continuum, we can obtain e�ective equations ofmotion for the atomic operators without introducing pseudo-modes. The re-sulting equations of motion are non-Markovian thus evidencing the structure ofthe continuum. To obtain a closed set of equations, we have to apply a decorre-lation approximation to the operator expectation values and we show that theresulting non-Markovian equations of motion for the atomic operators are thesame as Eqs. (6.39) and (6.40).In the Heisenberg picture the equation of motion for an operator reads b =1i [b;HF ] with HF given by Eq. (6.1). We then �ndh _Jzi = �X� g2� Z t0 dt0 hhJ+(t)J�(t0)ie�i(!��!c)(t�t0) + h.c.i (6.41)where we have eliminated the operator a� by a formal integration and trans-formed to an interaction picture rotating at !c. The summation over modes canbe evaluated by closing the integration contour with a semi-circle in the lowerhalf of the complex plane and using the Residue theorem to yieldX g2�e�i(!��!c)(t�t0) = 
22� Z d!�(!)e�i(!�!c)(t�t0)
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2f(� � )( + �) �(q � i=2)2 e�=2(t�t0)� (q � i�=2)2� e��=2(t�t0)� (6.42)and the result is inserted in Eq. (6.41). Assuming that � � q;
; , whichcorresponds to the adiabatic elimination we performed in the master equationcalculation, we can perform the time integral over the exponential containing �which yields Z t0 dt0J�(t0)e��=2(t�t0) ' 2�J�(t) (6.43)Collecting the terms, the resulting non-Markovian equations of motion for theatomic operators thus readh _Jzi = �
2� 1q2=� + 1=4 �hJ+J�(t)i+(q � i=2)2 Z t0 dt0e�=2(t�t0)hJ+(t)ihJ�(t0)i� (6.44)h _J�i = �i hJ�i+ hJz(t)i
2� 1q2=� + 1=4 �hJ�(t)i+ Z t0 dt02(q � i=2)2 e�=2(t�t0)hJ�(t0)i� (6.45)where we have used 4f(� � )(� + ) ' 1� 1q2=� + 1=4 (6.46)Using the explicit expressions for the couplings Eqs. (6.8) to (6.10), one cansee that Eqs. (6.39) and (6.40) are equivalent to Eqs. (6.44) and (6.45). Themean-value equations derived from the master equation applying the symme-try breaking approximation are thus equivalent to the non-Markovian equationsderived directly from the structured reservoir Eqs. (6.44) and (6.45).In a recent paper [46], John and Quang derived a set of non-Markovian equationsfor the atomic operators similar to Eqs. (6.44) and (6.45). They studied super-radiance in a PBG with an e�ective mass dispersion relation !k = !e+A(k�k0)2and their integration kernel consequently di�ers from ours. Since the density ofstates corresponding to the isotropic dispersion relation is non-analytical in thecomplex plane, they could not derive a master equation and could thus not testthe validity of the mean-�eld Ansatz against an exact calculation.On the other hand, since we have a master equation we can test the validityof the MF equations Eqs. (6.39) and (6.40) against the exact solution. Beforepresenting the numerical solution of Eqs. (6.39) and (6.40), we present a second,slightly more sophisticated decorrelation approximation.



88 Chapter 6. Superradiance in a structured radiation reservoir6.6.2 Excitation conserving decorrelationTo improve on this simplest approximation, we go a step beyond, and decorrelateoperator expectation values containing three operators in such a way that theresulting expectation values only couple states containing the same number ofexcitations i.e. hJzayai ' hJzihayai. With this decorrelation, the equations ofmotion read h _Jzi = g1i �haJ+i � hayJ�i� � 4g22� hJ+J�i�2V12g2� �hJ+ai+ hayJ�i� (6.47)and ddt hJ+J�i = 2(�hJzi+ 1) ddt hJzi (6.48)ddthayai = g1i �hayJ�i � haJ+i�� 2V12� �2V12hayai+ g2hJ+ai+ g2hayJ�i� (6.49)ddt haJ+i = g1i �hJ+J�i + 2hJzihayai�� �i haJ+i�2V12� �V12hJ+ai+ g2hJ+J�i�+ 4g2� hJzi �V12hayai+ g2hJ+ai� (6.50)Again we �nd a closed set of di�erential equations governing the motion of thesystem. A most satisfying aspect of this decorrelation is that it is not necessaryto assign amplitudes by hand to operator expectation values.Since the equations are non-linear, they can not be solved by Laplace transform.They can, however, be solved in a straightforward manner applying standardnumerical methods.In Fig. 6.7, we compare the two decorrelated equations of motion for the atomicinversion with the exact solution obtained by propagation of the master equationEq. (6.13).In particular, we present the dynamics obtained when the system is started inthe fully excited state with no photons in the reservoir i.e. jj; 0i. We �nd thatthe simple MF approximation in which we assign mean-values to the atomicand �eld operators gives a very good agreement with the exact master equationcalculation for a wide range of parameters. The accuracy of the MF calculation,however, is very sensitive to the choice of initial conditions. We �nd that thebest agreement is obtained when we take hJ�(0)i = phJ+J�(0)i = p2j. Weshall now relate this to the semiclassical description of superradiance [71]. Inthis approach, the wave function for the atomic system is assumed to be in theform j i = �i(p1� rj1ii + prj2ii), where j2ii; j1ii are the upper and lower
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Figure 6.7: The mean-value equations are plotted as functions of time for twovalues of the detuning �. The three lower curves have � = 0. The two mean-value calculations coincide (solid line) and the dashed curve is the exact masterequation calculation. The three upper curves have � = �1. The dot-dashedcurve is the MF-solution. The dotted and long-dashed curves are the solutionsto the master equation and the equations based on our better decorrelation,respectively. The parameters chosen are g1=g2 = 0:2, V12=g2 = p2j + 1, �=g2 =101 and j = 100.states of atom i, respectively and r is a measure of the coherence between thetwo states. In this state we �nd h jJ�j i = 2jpr(1� r). If we take r = 1=2j,then h jJ�j i � p2j when j � 1. Our calculations therefore show that in orderfor this approach to give results in agreement with the exact master equationcalculation, r can not be chosen freely but has to be assigned the value r = 1=2j.With that choice, however, this approach gives exactly the same results as ourMF calculation.The second approximation Eqs. (6.48)-(6.50) also gives a very good agreementwith the exact results and for a wider range of parameters than the simple MFappproximation. Although both approximations predict correctly the atomicinversion where the superradiant phase ceases, both methods overestimate therapidity of the superradiant phase i.e. the speed at which the atoms lose theirexcitation.



90 Chapter 6. Superradiance in a structured radiation reservoir6.7 Concluding remarksIn this chapter, we investigated an atomic Dicke system coupled to a structuredradiation reservoir in the form of a Fano-pro�le. Introducing two pseudo-modes,a Markovian master equation governing the motion of the atoms+pseudo-modeswas derived. For a wide range of parameters, we found that the system reachesa meta-stable state in the long-time limit in which a signi�cant part of the ex-citation remains bound at the atoms. A trapping state within each layer wasidenti�ed which diagonalizes the non-hermitian part of the Hamiltonian. Usingperturbation theory and a gaussian approximation to the trapping state we de-rived an analytical expression for the decay rate of the meta-stable state whichshowed a very good agreement with the decay rate obtained numerically fromthe master equation.We further investigated various decorrelation schemes for the equations of mo-tion of the operator expectation values and showed that for a wide range ofparameters the mean-�eld equations give results that are in very good agree-ment with the exact results obtained by propagation of the master equation.For other problems where multiple excitations of a structured continuum areinvolved and a master equation for the reduced system is not accessible, themean-�eld approximation may thus prove valuable.The basic motivation for this work stems from new problems that have arisenin connection with new technological developments; PBG materials being oneexample. A fundamental di�culty inherent in the study of radiation-atom in-teractions in such environments is the non-Markovian nature of the processes.Although one can always proceed to the derivation of a master equation througha Born-Markov approximation, its range of validity is uncertain. It is useful tohave models which share some of the essential features with such materials,while at the same time lend themselves to quantitative analysis of the relevantapproximations, providing thus some physical insight into the more complex sit-uations. Our study of the mean-�eld approximation represents one illustrationof the usefulness of this approach.



Chapter VIIEpilogue7.1 Thesis summary and conclusionsThe main theme of this thesis is the interaction of a small quantum system witha strongly modi�ed radiation reservoir and in particular, our focus in this thesishas been on the radiation reservoir existing inside a photonic crystal and herethe situation is quite di�erent from cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED)since the formation of a photonic band structure leads to a density of modeswhich can no longer be modelled by coupling the quantum system to a few res-onant modes and consequently the methods developed in CQED are no longerapplicable.Our investigations as presented in this thesis thus serve a dual purpose: on oneside, a whole range of new phenomena occur due to the inuence of the modi�edradiation reservoir such as Rabi-like oscillations in the spontaneous decay of atwo-level atom, and the occurrence of the photon-atom bound state in whicha signi�cant part of the photon remains localized at the site of the atom. Onthe other hand our studies aim at investigating the validity of the methods andapproximations that are employed when dealing with a conventional radiationreservoir and to develop new methods that are applicable when standard meth-ods fail.In chapter 3, we address the problem of two identical atoms interacting viathe PBG reservoir. The resulting resonant dipole-dipole interaction (RDDI) isstrongly modi�ed and we �nd an analytical expression which gives a very goodagreement with the exact numerical results for the RDDI. We can then deriveamplitudes governing the motion of the atoms and study the resulting dynamicsin time domain. We investigate the system for a wide class of parameters and�nd that a stable state exists in which a photon tunnels between the two atoms.The state is stable since the photon has an energy in the gap and thus is notallowed to propagate freely in the photonic crystal.The e�ects of localization are not easily probed in this system since much of theexcitation remains trapped at the atoms located in the bulk of the crystal andin chapter 4, we thus investigate a system for which the e�ects of the structured91



92 Chapter 7. Epilogueradiation reservoir are easier to demonstrate experimentally. The setup we con-sider is an atomic ladder system where the atom is initially in the upper leveland one of the two transitions is coupled to a PBG-reservoir and the other tran-sition is coupled to a at radiation reservoir. In this case the photon emittedon the free space transition is allowed to propagate in the photonic crystal andwe calculate the resulting emission spectra. Strongly non-Lorentzian emissionspectra are obtained and the photon emitted on the free space transition thuscarries a strong signature of the PBG-transition.In chapter 5, we study an atomic lambda-systemwith one laser-driven transitionexperiencing a at background of radiation modes and the other transition cou-pled to a PBG-reservoir. The presence of the laser implies that a description interms of wave functions is no longer feasible and we thus derive a master equa-tion for the atomic degrees of freedom employing only the Born-approximation.In parallel, we develop a method based on the resolvent operator techniqueand the Monte-Carlo wave function formalism. Comparing the resulting dy-namics from the master equation with the exact dynamics obtained from theMonte-Carlo wave functions, we �nd a very poor agreement thus invalidatingthe Born-approximation. The method, we develop is applicable to reservoirswith any density of modes and may thus be a powerful tool in a number ofproblems involving structured continua. It is, however, essential that only thezero- and one-photon components of the structured reservoir are populated.In order to circumvent this restriction and thus be able to deal with more ex-citations in the structured continuum, we investigate in chapter 6, the systemconsisting of a number of two-level atoms coupled identically to a Fano-pro�ledensity of states. The analyticity of the density of states allows us by introduc-tion of two pseudo-modes to derive a Markovian master equation for the systemconsisting of atoms+the two pseudo-modes. In this system we study superradi-ance and the inuence of multiple excitations in the radiation reservoirs on theatomic dynamics.We �nd that following the superradiant regime, a meta-stable state is reached forthe atomic system. The decay of the meta-stable state is non-exponential andwe derive an analytical expression for the decay based on perturbation theory.The existence of a Markovian master equation for the system further allows usto test the validity of the mean-�eld approximation. A good agreement is foundand the mean-�eld approximation may therefore be a useful approximation invarious contexts where a master equation can not be obtained.7.2 OutlookThe studies presented in this thesis have a model character since we have notchosen any speci�c atomic transition or photonic crystal. This choice was partlymotivated by our wish to most clearly emphasize the novel features that arisedue to the interaction with the modi�ed continuum but it also reects that ex-periments probing the interaction of atoms with a PBG-reservoir are not yetperformed since appropriate photonic crystals with 3D band gaps in the optical



7.2. Outlook 93domain are not yet available. The concept of photonic crystals is, however, stillquite new and with the on-going research in the construction of photonic crys-tals it is likely that photonic crystals with full band gaps in the optical domainwill become available in the near future. At that time, calculations using real-istic parameters for photonic dispersion relations and atomic matrix elementswill be necessary in order to compare theory to experimental data.The structured continuum gives rise to a range of novel e�ects as is evidenced inthe rapidly growing theoretical literature on the subject. A number of problemsdeserve attention, but in our view there is one problem which is of particularimportance; namely to develop methods to deal with several excitations in thestructured continuum. In chapter 5 we proposed a method combining the resol-vent operator technique with the Monte-Carlo wave function formalism. Thismethod was used to calculate the dynamics of a system for which no Markovianmaster equation exists. Our approach is applicable to problems with any densityof modes of the reservoir but it is essential that only the zero- and one-photoncomponents of the reservoir Hilbert space are populated. In the case of severalexcitations in the structured reservoir, a di�erent approach is needed. One suchapproach was employed in chapter 6 and consists in the introduction of a num-ber of pseudo-modes: one for each of the poles of the density of modes. Thisapproach developed by Garraway assumes that the reservoir density of modescan be approximated by a function which is analytical in the complex plane. Inmany cases as for instance the reservoir discussed in chapters 3-5 this conditionis, however, not ful�lled and a master equation can thus not be derived.In a recent paper, Quang and John [9] have proposed to use a Monte-Carlo wavefunction approach based on dressed atomic states to the study of this kind ofproblems and in particular they study a laser-driven two-level atom with tran-sition frequency in the vicinity of the band gap edge. In appendix A, we arguethat their approach is at variance with the physical principles underlying theMonte-Carlo wave function technique and that their approach produces unphys-ical results [6].One possible solution to the problem of several excitations in the structuredcontinuum may be to discretize the reservoir. In this approach the structuredreservoir is replaced by a large number of harmonic oscillator modes with tran-sition frequencies and coupling strengths determined by the density of modesof the reservoir. The harmonic oscillators are then treated on an equal foot-ing with the atomic degrees of freedom and it is then rather straightforwardto propagate the total wave function for atom(s)+harmonic oscillators. To ourknowledge this approach of discretizing the structured continuum has not yetbeen applied. Whether it is a practical technique or whether the number ofoscillator modes needed for a satisfactory representation of the structured con-tinuum is simply too large to be tractable, remains to be seen.It is therefore still an open question how the general case with several excitationsin the structured continuum is treated and the development of new theoreticalmethods to deal with this type of problems will probably be a central theme ofthe future theoretical research in structured radiation reservoirs.
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Appendix AComment on \Resonance uorescence near aphotonic band gap edge: Dressed-stateMonte-Carlo wave function approach."Tran Quang and Sajeev John have in a recent paper [Phys. Rev. A 56, 4273(1997)] proposed a dressed state Monte-Carlo wave function approach to a laser-driven two-level atom coupled to a structured radiation reservoir. In this Com-ment, we argue that this approach is at variance with basic formal requirementsfor the MCWF technique to apply, that it is at variance with the underlyingphysical idea of the technique, and that it produces spurious and un-physicalquantitative results for wide ranges of parameters.A.1 CommentAtomic systems within photonic band-gap (PBG) materials, microcavities andoptical �bres behave di�erently from atoms in free space. The Born and Markovapproximations normally used to derive a master equation fail: the former can-not account for the formation of photon-atom bound states, identi�ed in theseminal papers by Sajeev John et al. [31, 32], the latter is at variance with thestructured density of states of the radiation reservoir. There is a current needfor theoretical methods which can deal with the atomic dynamics in cases withmore than one excitation in the structured reservoir and Quang and John haveproposed [9] to implement the Monte-Carlo wave function (MCWF) technique[58, 57, 61, 60] to deal with this kind of problems.They transform the wavefuntion equations to a dressed state basis, and referto the simulated state vectors as \Dressed-state Monte-Carlo wave functions".This choice of basis diagonalizes the laser coupling at the expense of a more com-plicated coupling to the reservoir but it does not give a more accurate treatmentof the structured continuum and, in particular, it does not justify the omissionin Eqs. (8,9) of the coupling to the two-photon sector of the reservoir Hilbertspace. An analysis of this approximation is not presented in [9]. The resulting95



96 Comment on \Resonance uorescence. . . "equations of motion Eqs. (10,11) are exactly equivalent to the much simplerones obtained within the same approximation in the basis of bare states.The quantum jumps in the MCWF treatment of resonance uorescence can beinterpreted as consequences of Gedanken-measurements of the number of pho-tons in the radiation reservoir, collapsing the system on its zero-photon or onits one-photon component, where the photon in the latter case is annihilatedin the detection process. The assumption that such measurements do not alterthe dynamics of the system by Quantum Zeno e�ects or the like, is establishedby a Markov approximation which does not apply for the interaction studied inRef. [9].The quantum jumps applied in Ref. [9] introduce errors by preventing the sub-sequent atomic reabsorbtion of the light. Quang and John are clearly well awareof the importance of this process and it is partly retained in their time evolu-tion between jumps where it gives rise to oscillations in the squared norm of thezero-photon component of the wave function P (t) (see Fig. A.1). This, however,has the unfortunate consequence that P (t) is not useful as a delay function asin the case of Markovian decay.Quang and John do not seem to have realized this problem, and they simplyapply the procedure as described in [60] and pick a random number " betweenzero and unity to simulate the occurrence of a jump at the (�rst ?) instant twhen P (t) = ". In such a simulation the decay is e�ectively switched o� in timeintervals when P (t) exceeds its minimal value at previous times. If one carriesout simulations like in [9], one thus �nds unphysical spikes in the atomic popu-lations, since a fraction of the atoms experience a sudden turn-on of the decayrate if P (t) at a later time assumes values lower than previous local minima,see the lower part of Fig. A.1.In the case of a single atom and no laser light, studied in [32], P (t) equals theatomic excited state population, and a simulationwill lead to a surviving excitedstate fraction equal to the minimum value of P (t) rather than its asymptoticvalue, which is the exact result, see the dashed curve in Fig. A.1.The problem of an oscillating function P (t) is the symptom of a more funda-mental inconsistency of the method, and one cannot conclude that the methodis applicable even if P (t) does not show local minima.In previous applications, the MCWF method has always been formally derivedand proved [59] to produce exact results in the limit of many wave functions.It is possible that stochastic wave functions may be useful in the descriptionof problems like the one in Ref. [9] as an approximate technique. It is thusinteresting to examine more closely the proposal of Ref. [9] and maybe suggestsuitable improvements respecting that not all radiation can be made subjectof detection. One may for instance identify a discrete eigenstate of the fullHamiltonian restricted to the zero- and one-photon components of the reservoirHilbert space [33], and implement a jump scheme, where only the one-photoncomponents orthogonal to this bound-photon state are removed during jumps.Exact MCWF treatments of structured reservoirs have been suggested in the
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Figure A.1: In the upper �gure part of the �gure, P (t) is plotted as functionof time. The dashed line is the delay function as obtained by John and Quang[32] when the atom is initially excited and without a laser. The solid line isfor an atom initially in the ground state. The laser coupling 
=� = 0:5 and!21 = !c (in the notation of Ref. [9]). In the lower part of the �gure, thepopulation in the upper state is plotted after simulation of 105 wave functions.The parameters are the same as for the solid curve in the upper part of the�gure. The atoms are stable against quantum jumps between �t � 3:2 and�t � 6:5, and at �t � 6:5 the sudden onset of quantum jumps leads to a spikein the mean atomic population. Similar spikes are observed at �t � 12:5 and�t � 18.literature [65, 67, 5] to deal with reservoir density of states which can be repre-sented by a number of (coupled) oscillator modes. The model in Ref. [9] has,however, a sharp band edge in the density of modes and the approach employedin [65, 67, 5] is therefore less promising for this particular problem.
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Appendix BResolvent OperatorThe resolvent operator was used in chapters 3 and 4 to derive the time evolutionoperator for a speci�c system. In this appendix we present in slightly largerdetail the connection to the time evolution operator, the analytic properties ofthe resolvent and the validity of the pole approximation.B.1 The resolvent operatorThe time evolution operator U(t; t0) associated with the HamiltonianH = H0+V is the solution of the di�erential equationi~ ddtU(t; t0) = (H0 + V )U(t; t0) (B.1)obeying the initial condition U(t0; t0) = 1.One can easily verify that the solution of (B.1) can be writtenU(t; t0) = U0(t; t0) + 1i~ Z tt0 dt1U0(t; t1)V U(t1; t0) (B.2)where U0(t; t0) = e�iH0(t�t0)Due to the limits of integration, (B.2) is not a convolution product. By intro-ducing the retarded Greens functionsK+(t; t0) = U(t; t0)�(t � t0) (B.3)K0+(t; t0) = U0(t; t0)�(t � t0) (B.4)where �(x) = � 1 x > 00 x < 0 (B.5)is the Heaviside function, we �nd howeverK+(t; t0) = K0+(t; t0) + 1i~ Z 1�1 dt1K0+(t; t1)V K+(t1; t0) (B.6)99



100 Appendix B. Resolvent Operatorwhich can be simpli�ed greatly through Fourier transform.Introducing the Fourier transform of K+K+(� ) = � 12�i Z 1�1 dEe�iE�=~G+(E) (B.7)which by inversion yieldsG+(E) = 1i~ Z 1�1 d�eiE�=~K+(� )= 1i~ Z 10 d�ei(E�H)�=~= lim�!0+ 1i~ Z 10 d�ei(E�H+i�)�=~= lim�!0+ 1E �H + i� (B.8)In the same way, one de�nes the advanced Greens functionsK�(t; t0) = �U(t; t0)�(t0 � t) (B.9)K0�(t; t0) = �U0(t; t0)�(t0 � t) (B.10)and introduces the Fourier transform G�(E) of K�(t; t0)K�(� ) = � 12�i Z 1�1 dEe�iE�=~G�(E) (B.11)which leads to G�(E) = lim�!0+ 1E �H � i� (B.12)De�ning G(z) = 1z �H (B.13)we thus �nd G�(E) = lim�!0+G(E � i�) (B.14)Fourier transform of (B.6) thus yields the simple expressionG(z) = G0(z) + G0(z)V G(z) (B.15)for the resolvent operator.Since the evolution operator U(� ) = K+(� )�K�(� ), it can easily be expressed



B.2. The inversion 101by a simple contour integralU(� ) = 12�i Z 1�1 dEe�iE�=~(G�(E) �G+(E))= 12�i ZC++C� dze�iz�=~G(z) (B.16)where C+; C� are the paths depicted in Fig. B.1C�y xC+Figure B.1: The two paths C+ and C� are in�nitesimally close to the real axisB.2 The inversionSince U(� ) is obtained by a contour integral, the analytic properties of G(z)play an important role.It is proven by [41] that G(z) is an analytic function in the whole complex planeexcept from some singularities all located on the real axis. The singularitiesconsist of poles located at the discrete eigenvalues of H, and of cuts extendingover the intervals corresponding to the continuous spectrum of H.At the cut, a matrix element of the resolvent takes the formG+(E + i�) = 1E + i� � Eb � ~�(E) + i~2�(E) (B.17)close to the real axis. Further assuming that �(E);�(E) are slowly varying asa function of E and �(E);�(E)� Eb, G+(E + i�) can be writtenG+(E + i�) = 1E + i� � Eb � ~�+ i~2� (B.18)We note that since � is a positive quantity, this expression has no poles in theupper half of the complex plane. De�ning the analytic continuation of G+ to



102 Appendix B. Resolvent Operatorthe lower half plane by GII+GII+ (E + i�) = 1E + i� �Eb � ~�+ i~2� (B.19)this function has a pole at z0 = Eb + ~�� i~2�.This continuation is called the second Riemann sheet.For � > 0, the contribution of the path C� in the inversion integral vanishes.The inversion integral thus reduces toU(� ) = 12�i ZC+ dze�iz�=~G(z) (B.20)To evaluate this integral by the residue theorem, we should close the contourin the lower half plane. At the cut the matrix elements of G(z) do not tend tothe same value, when z tends from below or above towards a point on the cut,and in order to integrate along a closed curve, it is thus necessary to go back toturn around the branch point of the cut at E = Ea. The contour is depicted in�g. B.2. The contribution of the semi-circle is zero, if its radius is su�cientlyz0Ea xy
Figure B.2: Contour for inversion.large. The contribution of the contour formed by turning around the branchpoint represents a correction to the exponential decay associated with the poleat z0, but is normally negligible.B.3 The pole approximationThe replacement of �(E) and �(E) in (B.18) is known as the pole approxima-tion, and yields a simple expression for the matrix elements of G(z), which can



B.3. The pole approximation 103then easily be inverted using the residue theorem.To perform the approximation, it is, however, essential, that the continuum issmooth i.e. that �(E);�(E) vary slowly as a function of E. This need not bethe case, and one should therefore in general be cautious, when performing thepole approximation.
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Appendix CResum�eThis thesis deals with aspects of the interaction of light and matter and inparticular we focus on the atomic dynamics resulting from the coupling to theelectromagnetic vacuum �eld.In free space, the density of modes of the electromagnetic vacuum �eld is ratherat and the coupling to the atom gives rise to the Lamb shift in frequency anda �nite lifetime (the spontaneous decay) of the excited levels of the atom. Theatomic behaviour is, however, sensitive to the density of states of the reservoir,and we investigate the atomic dynamics resulting from the coupling to a radia-tion reservoir exhibiting gaps and peaks in the density of modes.Such structured radiation reservoirs are found in photonic crystals in which aperiodic modulation of the dielectric constant gives rise to a band structure forthe electromagnetic �eld in close analogy to the electronic band structure exist-ing in solids. Experimental and theoretical �ndings concerning photonic crystalsare presented in chapter 2 as well as various schemes for their construction andpossible applications.In chapter 3, we start investigating the inuence of the structured radiationreservoir on the atomic dynamics. In particular, we study the problem of twoidentical atoms near-resonant with a band gap edge and located inside a pho-tonic crystal. One atom is initially excited and the other atom is in the groundstate. When the two atoms are far apart their interaction can be neglectedand the evolution of the excited atom then reduces to the case of spontaneousdecay of one atom. In that case, the atomic inversion in a transient regime ex-hibits Rabi-like oscillations in which part of the radiation emitted by the atomat previous times is reabsorbed and in the long time limit, a signi�cant partof the excitation remains bound at the site of the atom thus forming what hasbeen termed a \photon-atom bound state". When the interatomic separationis small i.e. comparable to the wavelength of the transition frequency of theatoms, the radiation is exchanged coherently between the two atoms and thiscoherent oscillation persists even in the long time limit for certain parameters.This, then, corresponds to a photon that tunnels between the two atoms andit remains trapped since it has an energy in the band gap of the reservoir and105



106 Appendix C. Resum�ethus is not allowed to propagate freely in the solid host.These novel phenomena are not easy to probe experimentally since most of theradiation remains trapped at the site of the atoms. In order to monitor thesee�ects, we discuss in chapter 4 an atomic ladder system in which one transitionis coupled near-resonantly to a band gap edge and the other transition is cou-pled to a at radiation reservoir. The radiation emitted into the at reservoir isallowed to propagate and can thus be detected outside the crystal. In free space,the spectrum for the photon emitted on the upper transition in the radiativecascade is a Lorentzian with a width which is the sum of the decay widths ofthe upper atomic levels. Observing only the �rst photon in a radiative cascadethus provides information about the lower transition in the cascade. Indeed, we�nd that the emission spectra for the photon emitted on the upper transitionbecome strongly non-Lorentzian due to the structured continuum coupled tothe other transition.In addition to the new phenomena arising from the interaction with structuredreservoirs, the validity of the standard approximations employed when dealingwith at reservoirs has to be questioned. In chapter 5, we address an atomiclambda system with one laser-driven transition experiencing a at reservoir andthe other transition is coupled near-resonantly to the edge of a photonic bandgap. Applying conventional methods, we derive a reduced master equation gov-erning the atomic degrees of freedom employing only the Born approximation.To determine the exact dynamics of this system, we propose a method combin-ing resolvent operator equations with the Monte-Carlo wave function formalism.The dynamics obtained from the master equation is at variance with the exactdynamics thus demonstrating the invalidity of the Born approximation.These studies demonstrate that the number of uorescence photons emitted onthe free space transition for a weak laser coupling depends on the laser detun-ing with respect to the band gap edge in a sensitive way. Scanning the laserfrequency over the band gap edge and monitoring the uorescence signal emit-ted on the free space transition, one can thus experimentally characterize thestructured continuum.The method proposed in this chapter is applicable to problems with any densityof states of the structured radiation reservoir but it is essential that only thezero- and one-photon components of the reservoir Hilbert space are populated.In order to circumvent this restriction and thus be able to deal with more ex-citations in the structured continuum, we investigate in chapter 6, the systemconsisting of a number of two-level atoms coupled identically to a Fano-pro�ledensity of states. The analyticity of the density of states allows us by introduc-tion of two pseudo-modes to derive a Markovian master equation for the systemconsisting of atoms+the two pseudo-modes. In this system we study superra-diance and the inuence of multiple excitations in the radiation reservoirs onthe atomic dynamics. We �nd that following the superradiant regime, a meta-stable state is reached for the atomic system. The decay of the meta-stable stateis non-exponential and we derive an analytical expression for the decay basedon perturbation theory and trapping states identi�ed by the Monte-Carlo wave



107function method. The existence of a Markovian master equation for the systemfurther allows us to test the validity of the mean-�eld approximation in theequations of motion for the operators of the system. A good agreement is foundand the mean-�eld approximation may therefore be a useful approximation invarious contexts where a master equation can not be obtained.
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